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Clusters .are
overcrowded
By Joel Yuodsnukis

Quiet before the storm in the Di~cover computer clusters. Students have been packing into
·the clusters to fi~ish ~p ,the semester's work. (Mark Hamilton photo)
·
·

·According to her, the terminals
With' classes ending today and "have been fairly busy between
finals beginning next week, 12 a.m. and 4 a.m."
students have found limited
Earlier this semester the 24
access to the campus computer hour room in McConnell had
· clusters because of last minute been closed from 12 a.m. to 8
a:.m. due to low attendance and
overcrowding.
·
According to the Senate Chair~ theft of furniture, said Le Com-.
pe_rson for Academic Affairs pagnon.
Computer Services will "hopeCharles Jones, the same proqlem
of overcrowding of the VAX fully expand" available clusters
system in Kingsbury is being in the future, she said .. One
seen at the clusters in McCon- possible site for a cluster is
neU Hall and the MUB.
another roo·m in McConnell,
"Students often wait until the .. although she told faculty
last minu.te to complete home- members she would consider
work assignments," said Jones. any available room due to the
This puts extra stress or1 the shortage of space on campus.
computers resulting in lon.g
The lack of available funds
lines and equipment break~ and space.are the two biggest
downs, he said.
problems facing the possible
Newly appointed Director of · expansion.of clusters, said Jones.
Computer ' services Betty Le He held a meeting with his
Compagnon said the McConnell council yesterday to discuss the
cluster hours have been ex- problem of overcrowded clus.
p~nded to stay open from 12:00 ters around campus.
~.in. to· 4:00 a-.m. Monday
Jones said it is most effective
through Friday in order to for him to discuss the problem
·'<!\·relieve some of the overcrowd- and possible solutions with Le
•,;: ing,"' .... --~·,
Cornpagnog, faculty and._stu.,c -~ The.:1-i9{1rs w,'e r,e restored after
dents, rather than bring it befor~
Le Compagnon and g-.raduate the Student Senate. The Senate
student David Doskocil conduct- can only pass a _resolution suged a survey and found enough gesting the Administration do
people willing rouse the McCon·- SOI1Jething about the problem
nell terminals during those
hours, said Le Compagnon.
CLUSTER, page 11 .
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turnout 1s poor
By Bob Klemme

· on-campus area, but there stifl
At a sparsely attended com- are "hardly any visitor spaces"
muter forum in the Carroll- said Miller. ·
Belknap Room on Wednesday,
A subcommittee ori parking.
Associate Vice President for was formed last Tuesday, which
Facilities Patrick Miller said a will look into all possible opnew parking.lot would be a more tions to ease the present parking
practical solution to the problem situation, -Miller said. They will
than a parking garage.
examine systems used by other
Attorney Bob Mittelholzer schools such as the University
of the UNH Legal Services and_ of Connecticut, and the U niverMaggie M9rrison, coordinator sity _of Massachusetts shuttles.
of the Commuter Transfer CenDartmouth College, he said,
ter were on hand to answer any ha·s a "graduated parking fee~·
questions directed their way.
where the price for a permit
The parking situation on depend'S on the distance_from
campus was also addressed the center of campus.
when the idea of building a
One reason Miller cited for
parking, garage · was raised. UNH' s shuttle service not being
Miller said a single parking more widely used is the fa~t that
space in a parking gara_ge can "A-Lot is not really that far out" ,
cost between $4,000 and $7,000. from campus.
He said maintenance is also
As a member of the subcbma "steep cost" due to the required m i ttee; Miller said if an addilighting and the damage from tional parking facility is built,
salt brought in by the cars. "On it will probably be in a "remotely
the whole, it's a real, real located" area. The area "beexpensive way to go," Miller tween the railro.ad tracks and
said.
Route 4': is a possibility, he said.
"40,000 parking spaces are
Speaking informally to about
available to the University," said 10 people, Mittelholzer suggestMiller, when all parking along ed the student and the landlord
the Karivan and Shuttle stops · "talk to each other" about
is included.
·
problems that arise . "Most of
Over the past five years 1000
COMMUTER, page 11
spaces h~ye been added to the

Workers decorated the tree in front of T-Hall. It must be Christmas. (Mike .Martinelli photo)
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. Blo od Dr ive inc rea ses don ors

-

I -

By Ishi Burdett
At least 1000 pints of blood
are expected to be donated this
week at the second UNH blood
drive of the semester, according
to Durham Red Crcfss Blood
Chairpers on Jarry Stearns. This
is the 36th consecuti ve year of
the Red Cross Blood drive held
atUNH.
Stearns initiated the drive when she moved to Durham in
195 J, _and has ~een running it
ever srnce.
· ,Anyone between the ages of
17 and 65 is encourag ed to
donate a p·int of blood to the
America n Red Cross, whose
volunteer s will be in the Strafford Room at the MUB through
.
today.
Most people involved in the
Blood · Drive are voluntee rs,
ranging from students to local
citizens. "Every part of campus
helps in some way," said
Stearns.
She said, "The involvem ent
of this thing is beautiful ...the
kids not only donate, but rhey
work." Many individua ls make , a point to contribut e to the drive
as much as possible. Richard
Mundy, a 1973 UNH graduate
from Epping, has donated at
least once a year since his

,graduatio n, and does vol~nteer
work as well.
Those who actually take blood
are all paid professio nal nurses.
A six to eight week training .
period is necessary before they
may take· donations themselves.
Three quarters of the volunteers who aren't professio nals
are students , and rriost of the
donors ate undergra duates .
-W .C. Skoglund, a volunteer for
six years, said, ''The students
, are tremendo us. They want to
give and it's a wonderful thing:"
However , Flora R. Shields,
another six-year volunteer , and .
Skoglund both expresse d disappointm ent in the poor tur .
nout of faculty and staff.
· Phi Kappa Theta fraternity
has been involved for the last
five · years. Each brother volunteers an hour-1~:mg shift throughout the week to award pins to
donors, according to how many
gallons of blood they have
donated.
Here, each donor also signs
the book correspo nding to the
area they are from (a dorm,
fraternity or sorority, a certain
town, etc.). A competit ion encou·ragin g donors has been set
up among the sororitie s and
fraternitie s on campus, in which

the house providing the highest
percenta ge of donors will receive an honor,able metal cup.
The Blood Drive is well
publicize d, and a good turnout
is expected . For each blood
d,rive, a volunteer student paints ·
the front window at the Dover
Fire House to advertise. Several
large signs are al$O painted, such
as the one in front of Kappa
Sjgma fraternity on Main Street.
On Monday there was a parade on Main Street, featuring
Santa Claus, Mrs. Claus, and the
UNH Wildcat in a red convert_ible to symboliz e the Blood ·
·
Drive.
Many individu als refrain
from donating blood for fear ·
of catching a disease, notably
AIDS'. There has been a slump
in the turnout of donors since
about 1980, accordin g to ·
Stearns. "I think it began sort
of with AIDS."
Great precautio ns are taken
to prevent the spreadin g of
diseases. Stearns said, "Everything that touches your body
is sterile." New blood bags and ·
needles arr used for each donor,
and are incinera ted by the
hospital after use.
'Santa' Jonathan Baron made a guest appearan ce at.the UNH
Blood Drive, and Randy Spartichi no got a pre-Chris tmas candy
B!-,00D, page 6
cane. (Mark Hamilton photo)
\ ''

NEWS IN- BRIEF·
Sox deal 2 for
Cub s stop per Smit h
The Boston Red Sox traded pitchers Al Nipper
and Calvin Schiraldi to the Chicago Cubs Tuesday
in exchange for fireballing reliever Lee Smith ..
· Schiraldi , th'e righty reliever infamous for his
pair of losses in Games 6 and 7 of the 1986 World
Series, and Nipper, the gritty bur often inconsiste nt
veteran starter/ reliever, were both deemed expendable with the return of Oil ~an Boyd to the
rotation and a promisin g crop of youngsters waiting
in the wings. Smith, 30, is an all-star reliev~r and
ranks 11th on the all-time save.list. H<r saved 36
games last year, 20 more than the entire Red Sox
bullpen.
"At least we still got ~even innings to score off
them," said Balti~ore manager Cal Ripken.
In other deals at the winter meetings in Dallas,
Oakland acquired outfielde r Dave Parker from the
Reds in exchange for pitchr~s Jose Rijo and Tim
Birtsas, the Astros filled their infield hole by trading
a pair of minor leaguers for Atlanta shortstop Rafael
Ramirez, while the Mariners and Orioles swapped
pitchers Ken Dixon rand Mike Morgan. The M's
also dealt outf ielaer Phil Bradley to Philadelp hia,
recieving outfielder Glenn Wilson and pitcher .Mike
. .
Jackson in_ return.

Sovi et Afgh an pullo ut
seen in near future
J

Presiden t , Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbach ev Wednesd ay discussed a timetabl e for
the withdraw al of 115,000 Red Army troops from
Afghanis tan, but total resolutio n of the issue did
not seem likely after the third session of their
summit.
Accordin g to White House spokesm an Marlin
Fitzwate r, the talks so far are "very productiv e",
~nd Wednesd ay's session concernin g Soviet involvement in Afghanis tan ended on a "very optomisti c
note."
Althoug h efforts were progress ing well, Mr.
Gorbache v snapped to reporters that he was tired
of being criticized on human rights issues, and said
. he told Presiden t Reagan "Yo,.u are n'o t the
\ orosecuto r. and I am not the accused." -

Gun foun d afsit e
of California crash
Searcher s at the site of Monday' s plane crash
in Cayucos, CA, have located a gun, and FBI officials
said a, review of flight recordings reveal that someone
entered the cockpit without authoriza tion just before
the plane-ram med into a hillside, killing all 43 people
·
~
aboard.
Hampere d by fog and wet _weather, 40 searchers
going through jet debris and body parts strewn
over the 15-acre site found the weapon submerge d
in two or three inches ·o f mud around 11 a.m.
Wednesd ay, FBI agent in charge Richard Bretzing
·
.
said.
"We have loc~ted a weapon, " Breezing told
reporters , bm would not reveal if shots could be
heard on the "black box" recording also found at
the site.
News reports have said that a .44 magnu_m
handgun may have been smuggled aboard by David
A. Burke, who was fired last month by USAir. A
federal source who demande d anonymit y said that
-: Burke had left a suicide message on his answerin g
machine detailing plans to kill Ray Thomps on,
his former boss, who also was aboard the plane.
It was not made clear at the time whether prints
·.
.would .be able to be lifted from the gun:

Jap~ n fir(!S \\'arning·:
shot s at Sovi et bom ber
Japanese planes fired their first warning shots
since World War II in a successfu l effort to turn
back a Soviet Tu-16 bomber that was violating
Japanese airspace Wednesd ay, Prime Minister
Noburu Takeshita said. · ·
Accordin g to Japan's count, Soviet aircraft have
violated Japanese airspace 20 times this year, but
this is the first time that the Soviets have refused
to leave, said the Japanese defense agency. "Usually,
when a Japanese pilot gives a correction to. a Soviet
· pilot, they follow it," said Capt. Ken Hibino, an
agency spokesm an. "But this time was different .
The pilot asked the Soviet pilot several times, [ to
change course] but they did hot obey our pilot."
The Soviet bomber wa1 not hit, and there was
no damage to the plane. The shots were intended
soldv as a warning, said Japan.

No Nesc afe for Nero
It appears that the Roman Ministry of Public
·
Works is chock full o' nuts.
. The ministry toid its employee s that they must
limit themselv es to only one coffee break a day.
They were also told to stop hanging around the
halls. No specific rea~on was cited for the order,
although rumors fly about a horrible accident
·i nvolving the head of the ministry, _who StJpposedly
:was caught in a coffee grinder when he was a child.

-B an-k -dem ands PSN H
pay $4~5M debt
A major · creditor of Public Service of New
Hampsh ire has ·demande d immedia te repayme nt
of a $425 million debt, forcing a temporar y halt
on all trading of PSNH stock and renewing concerns
that the utility will be forced into bankruptcy.
Midatlan tic National Bank of Edison, NJ, acting
as _a trustee for a large group of bondhold ers, has
demande d fi,1ll repaymen t of the debt in principle .
. Such a move puts Midatlan tic in a position to join
with other creditors to force PSNH into involunta ry
bankruptcy, but this is unli~ely as it would endanger the un,s ecured 'bondhold ers that Midatlan tic itself
.
· represent s.
Making the demand, officials say, is a cheap
alternativ e to filing for bankruptcy, -but would have
the same effect, forcing both parties to settle their
differences quickly.

Record· coke-s·t ash
found in fruit truck
Two Florida men were charg~d ·w ednesday with
with smugglin g 2,296 pounds of coc~ine through
a border patrol checkpoi nt n an 18-wheel er loaded
with watermel ons and limes, narcotics agehts said.
Jimmy Castillo, head of the local Drug Enforcement Administ ration office, said the $73.5 million
cache of cocaine found by a drug sniffing dog is
the largest amount ever found in South Texas. ~
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UNH Police image
appears improved
. By Chris Pollet .
Looking back. at the semester,
Roger Beaudoin has seen the
public image of UNH Police
improve during a busy time of
readjustment.
Beaudoin, the interim chief
of UNH po.lice, 9as taken the
his prnmotion from Major to
Chief in stride and has worked
to make the relationship between UNH police and the
university, as a whole, more
open and honest.
,
'Td like to think we are
, looked upon better by parts of
the university community,"
Beaudoin said. "We accomplished a great deal and yet there
. is a great deal more to accomp1lished.1'
Beaudoin commented the
semester's activity was less than
in previous years and yet there
were rnany situations that presented problems for officers.
~ The activity at Boulder Field
over ff omecoming weekend was
the only· major disturbance over
the usually involved weekend.
Although there was t_his bad
element, Beaudoin said he
thinks the future of Homecoming is a positive one after this .
• years.
.
.
Beaudoin is happy with the
· new limited role which his
departn:;ient has t<;lken in the
, dormitories. "We .are letting the
1
hall staffs take care of the major
•J, problems," Beaudoin said. "Hall
staffs have lived up to the
challenge and they -should be

, J!

proud of the job they did."
But a major problem which
faces the University is the
growing number of thefts. "I
can't be positive if there's more
· theft or more people are just
reporting it, but the numbers
are up," said Beaudoin. Beaudoin
said people should report any
theft immediately, for his department can do some good, but
he thought many people do not.
"There's got to be a re-al
awareness . People shouldn't_
provide an opportunity fo_r
those people (thi~ves)," -said
Beaudoin. He didn't see the
. problem getting any _better if
current trends continue.
Beaudoin voiced the age-old
concer·n of alcohol abuse on
campus as a main contributor
to the existing problems at
UNH. He said there are people
at UNH who aren't entirely
responsible for their behavior,
and they can give the university
a bad reputation.
"People from outside ,the
university tend to dwell on bad
things," Beaudoin said. "They' re ·
quick-to fudge (UNH)." ·
"There's. a challenge to clean
up our own problems, and it is
most effectively done by the
people (UNH community)," he
said . .
Beaudoin said he feels the
univ~rsity is moving in the right
direction; though there is work
to be done, and he looks forward
to next semester.

Shorts? B-ball? September? NO! December in unpredictable New England. (Mike Martinell
photo)
·

Gandall tells·of war horrors
,

people enough to tell us where world.'.'
he was."
Commenting .on the CIA
Gandall spent three years in protests here at the U niversi_ty
ly told of the horrors of his role
in U.S. fighting in Ni,aragua· the U.S. Marines and later campus . he said, "From i'.t s
in the late 1920's. Gandall; who served in the U.S Air Force. · inceptior:i the CJA has destroyed
governments and unions all
served from 1926 to 1928, spoke
,. over the world. There should
to a group of about thirty 'people
Wednesday evening in the
be no CIA recruiti~g, the prbMUB.
. . ' ..
.
· tests ate marvelous .."
He shared his ' experiences in
In response to inquiries about
. 'I' who he felt was the most qualNicaragua in 1927, when he' was ·
part of the Lincoln Brigade sent
ified .presidential crn~didate_ he
•·
•
flew through the list \allrng
to Nicaragua to destroy Augosto
Sandino and his movement.
President Reagan empty:He told of the murder, rape . •
.•
·
'
headed, ex-can-dida.te Gary Hart
an.cl pillage he witnessed as part t
t
a sad case, and labelling current .
of daily routine during his twoc~ndidate _Al Gore an opportu, year stay,. He referred to those
01st.
•
' Gandall said he' 11 probably
·years as "shades of Vietnam."
Gandall explained his assign~
vote for Jesse Jackson and he
ment saying, "I was told we were Through these experiences he added, "If Cuomq was running
- down there to protect American has developed _what he calls a for president, I'd-vote for him."
Gandall called for peace,
business, homes, women and "one world" outlook.
"Everyone is one's brother .saying, "I have great faith in
children. No one really knew
what was happening--it was all · and sister," he said. "We've got the university ' students and
to stop thinking of ourselves faculty, we can make the differcovered up.''.
.'
ence and change things-,-a world
Speaking in a raspy tone with as a separate entity."
Throughout the hour-and-a- without·war."
a patch over his left eye, the 79Bill Gandall-is currer:itly writ. year-old veteran went on ad- half talk, he urged people to get
ding,"We never got Sandino involved, emphasizing that,",\Y/e ing his autobiographyNo Clois(the Nicaraguan rebel leader). have to start waking up to what ter For Me. It is due to be
We were ·never able to_torture our government is doing in the released in 1988.

''We b a Ve to
start w·a king uh'
tO what our .government ts -d on g
,,. n t h e
WOrld

Learn German

This Summer
June 26 . .
August 5, 1988

The Eighth Annual German Summet School
of the Atlantic at thr University of Rhode Island in
co-operation with the Goethe Institute Boston.
German will be the sole language of communication. and German
life and culture the heart of this six week residency program of
intensive language study. ·
Yow may earn up to_ni.ne undergraduate or graduate credits while
living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus, just
minutes away from _Rhode Island's magnificent beaches and his-_
toric summer colonies.
·

This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to learn or
· _improve his or her German -. from bus_iness people and .
travelers. to students plan11ing work · or study abroad. Take
advantage of this rare opportunity to participate in this . total
German Language experience:
·

'

By Robin Hooker
Ex-marine Bill Gandall quiet-
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Tell someone you
care 1n

The New Hampshi~

New Hampshire Public Radio seeks host for new eclectic
music service. Must ', be knowledgeable about new age, jazz,
folk,
and cla~sical musi6. · Wa~m, professional on-air
presence.
Previous broadcasting _experience p~eferred.
Part-time (20 hours).
Competitive compensation in~luding
heal th insurance.
Send letter, resume, sample playlists ,·
and au~ition -tape by ,December 30, 1987, to Personnel,
WEVO-FM ' 89 , 26 Pleasant Street, Concord, NH 03301. EOE/AA
\

personals!
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NT HE SPO T
Are you in sup por t of the INF trea ty and why .
'

'

uYes, I'm in support of the
treaty because its a good
beginning . But, 800 is a
feeble amount."
Christina Cameron
Junior
Communications

''I think that people fail
to .realize that Europe has
it's own sufficient nuclear ·
forces, not to mention US
SLBMs. It's a first step
toward · tfecreasing the
threat of nuclear war, and -'
a noble one at that, lets not
be foolish."

''Yes I'm in support of it,
although the numbers involved are insignifica nt the
principal of decreasing
nuclear weapons on any
level is a step zn the right
direction. "
Michael Keating
Fourth Year
History

Tom Aley
Senior
Econ/Poli Sci.

''Yes, because not only is
it a step_ in decreasing (no
matter hoiv small a
number) nuclear weapons,
it also is a start in breaking .
down the communic ation
barrier between these two
''Superpowers"."
Alyson Rando
Freshman
Program Admin
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COMPAT IBLE
COMPLE TE

I DOS - $50 .00 I
DUAL 5 1/4' FLOPPIES _
640K RAM
·, ,_
HI-RES HERCULES GRAPH ICS

TOTAL ONE YEAR WARRA NTY
ON-CA MPUS SERVICE FREE

-

14' COLOR RGB - ADD $250.00
20 Meg. Hard Disk - ADD $~00.00 _

AUTHORIZED

,data
· /systems

BARRINGTON TECHNICAL
STANDARD SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
ROUTE 125 ROCHESTER .
..

•·

603-332-8858

,

;

I

-SERVICE CENTER
,' &"
DEAL.ER
ZENITH CREDIT CARD

/
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Fall .'87·semester in review

One editor's humble opinion
By Jay Kumar
Christmas is here again. Really. All the telltale signs of the
yuletide season are back--stupid
commercials, te_rm papers,
empty wallets, chestnuts roasting over an open fire, Christmas ·
specials on TV, last-minute
shopping, multicolored lights;
worrying over finals, huge parties, love, peace, understanding,
elf winos puking in dumpsters,
all that great stuff .
Nevertheless, Christmas is
also a good time to reflect on
the events of the past year, or
in this case, the past semester.
So enough of the bullshit, let's
get to the major happenings at
UNH over the last three
_
months.
• September--In response to the
Stoke sexual assault case last
May, three rapes in Durham
over the summer, and numerous
other incidents, UNH held its
first convocation in 14 years.
President Gordon Haaland detailed a plan to eliminate violence against women at UNH,
and in the process, said all the
right things to keep everyone
happy. For the time being,
anyway.
• October--John Fox and Christopher Spann were sentenced
to 90 days in jail after they
pleaded and were found guilty
on misdemeanor sexual assault .
charges stemming from the
infamous Stoke incident last
February. Charges against Gordon Williams, the third suspect,
.
·
were dropped.
• October--Police tried in vain
to enforce the new -Bomecoming tailgating festivities, but
unfortunately, ·u nderage drink. ing went on in abundance as per
usual. Damn.
• October--In the race for UNH
Student Trustee, Dennis O'Connell emerged victorious, bt,1t only
after a bizarre turn of events
which resulted in the other three
candidates dropping out of the
election. Originally, O'Connell
led with 47 .5 percent, followed
by write-in Pat Sweeney (26
percent), Larry Donovan (16
percent); and Elizabeth De Lucia
(nine percent). This forced a
run-off between O'Connell and
Sweeney, because O'Connell
needed 50 percent plus one vote

· to win. But before it could take

place, Sweeney dropped out
amidst rumors of election procedure improprieties. Two hours
later, the other two dropped out
as well.
• October--Work fin ally began
on the five million dollar Field
House renovation project after
two months of haggling between the Student .Senate and
UNH administration on the
funding. The Senate was asked
to pass a bill which would add
· ·a mandatory student fee to hdp
pay for the project, but the
administration's request was
shot down. The project, which
is scheduled to be completed by
October 1, 1988,is short one
million dollars. Now there's
something new.
• November- -U nlike the Student Trus(ee election, the
student turnout for the Durham
Town Council race was relatively poor; with only 250 of the
1313 votes cast coming from
students. Winners from UNH
included VP of Academic Affairs
Richard Hersh (one-year term)
and Professor Owen · Durgin
(two -year terms). The two
UNH students who ran, Tim
Silk and John Huq1ey, both
fared poorly, no doubt the
victims of the lackluster student
turnout.
• November--In a complete
administrative turnaround, two
hundred and fifty thousand
dollars, spread over five years,
will 'be provided for additional
parking at UNH. A 100-space
lot will be built near Rosemary
La.9-e, and 22 spaces. will also
surround DeMeritt House. ·
• N ovember--A 19-year-oJd
UNH student reported she was .
sexually assaulted while she was
jogging near Oyster River High
School. The woman was jogging
at about 9 :45 p.m. when a car
drove up, swpped, and a white
male got out and started jogging
with her. He then jumped her
and wrestled her to the ground.
They struggled, and she managed to escape without him
following her. Police consider
_sexual assault to be "unprivileged physical touching." The
authorities are still looking for
the dirtbag.
• November--Nine demonstra-
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tors protesting against CIA
LAST DAY OF CLASSES.
recruitment at UNH were arDURHAM BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room , MUB, .
rested by police, charged with
noon to 5 p.m.
criminal trespass . In addition
to facing criminal charges, the ,
S~TURDA Y, DECEMBER 12
nine will ha_ve to go in front of
STUDENT DANCE SHOWCASE
· the UNH Judicial Board.
• Detember--WUNH managed
to remain the "freewaves" after
COMMENCEMENT ~ Pµlitzer Prize winner and nationally
an amendment to make the · syndicated columnist Ellen Goodman will be the keynote
station play Top-40 music was
speaker. Field House, 10:30 a.in.
shot down by the Student SeWOMEN'S BASKETBALL - vs. Masiachusetts. Field House,
nate. Too bad . I was hoping
5 p.m.
they'd pass it so I could hear
George Harrison's "I Got My
WINTER'S EVE CONCERT - The New Hampshire
Mind Set On You" t_h irty more
Gentlemen. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m., stu-'. times a day.
dents/ sen:iors $3, general $5.
• December- -The Student Senate approved the proposed
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 13
location and floor plan for a new
MUSO FILMS - CarfGrant Double Feature: "Arsenic and
recreational gym. The gy.m
Old Lace." 5 and 9 p.m. and "Charade," 7 and 11 p.m. Strafford ·
would be built over the basketRoom, MUB, students $2, general $3.
ball courts beside Alexander
Hall, and would include three
MONDAY, DECEMBER 14
mu_ltipurpose courts, two rac quetball courts, and weight
READING DAY
rooms. A financial package still
has' to be put together and then · TUESDAY, DECEMBER 15
approved by President Haaland,
F!N/\.1 EXAMS BEGIN.
rhe Senate, and the Board of
Trustees before anything can
actually happen. Don't hold your
breath.
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
• All semester, the "Year of the
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
Presidency" series brought all
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)
· the Democratic candidates ex1'be 1\iew_liampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly
cept.Jesse Jackson and Repubthroughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the Memorial
lican candidates du Pont a.nd
·Union Building , UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business Ofice hours: MondayKemp to speak at UNH. Also,
Friday 10am-3pm_ Academic year subscription: $24.00. Thi~d class postage
·there were four lectures on the
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check their adJ the first day .
"Nature of the Presidency" by
The New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
noted experts including Doris
errors, but will reprint that -part of an advertisment in which a typographical
Kea.rns Goodwin, Martin
error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: sen·d address changes
Agronsky 1 Willaim Leuchterito The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed
.
burg and Daniel Schorr. This
·per issue by Journal Tribune, Biddeford, Maine.
all leads, up to the Qemocratic
debate which UNH hos ts on
January 24, 1988-.
• There's probably a few things
I forgot, but hey, nobody's
·
perfect.
It's been an interesting semester, not as interesting as last
semester, but still memorable.
And even out in the "real"
world, things are looking up for
a change-.-Ronnie and Gorby
signed the INF treaty, I'm
finished all my homework, and
the Grinch is on TV tonight.
Of course, I still have to do
my Christmas shopping... think
I'll go with the K -Mart gift
.
certificates again.

;•----------------------•1111111.-

all

urham's Christmas tree lights up the night. (Mark Ham_ilto
hoto)
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ACADEMIC

EXTENDED HOURS OF DISCOVER y COMPUTER CENTER: Due to po·pular demand the
discovery computer cent~r in- McConnell Hall will
be oper;i 12 a.m. to 4 a.m., Tuesday thru Friday,
until the end ·of the sei:nester.
· · - ·

COLLEGE BOWL CAMPUS TO URN AMENT
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: Last chance to
register 4-membe_r teams for campus tournament.
Attendance by
least one member of each team
is mandatory. Monday, January 25, Senate,Room,
MUB,7 p.m.

at

ATHLEl_'ICS. & RRECREA TION

OPEN REC SCHEDULE: Op.en hours of ' Field
House. December 15-18, noon to 2 p.m.; December
19-January 3 closed,January 4-15; 11:30 to 1:30
p.tp. Menday thru Friday only.

HEALTH

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOMEN ONLY): Women concerned about their drinling
or drug use. Fridays, 2nd Floor Conference Room, ·
Hood House, noon to 1 1?·1!1·

The R~d . Cross sponsors a
blood drive· in Durham four
tii:nes during each sshool· year,
and twke each. summer. It will
be.back ag~in tq $ponsor another
on~ forValentrhe\; __ Day.
When .askedJhe i:~ason she
decided to don<:1.t e, freshman
Anne Demarco · replied, "Because it's · ea_sy :.:Why not? I
mean, ,you've got something
·
that's ex-tra. 1'

Once donated, the blood goes
to the Red Cross Blood Services
Center lab in Manchester, where
it is carefully _tested for dise,as_es
such as· hepatitis; syphillis, · and
Aids. Only then ·is ir sent to the
hospitals to be used.
Across New Hampshire, the
mos't successful turnouts of
donors are here at UNH, partly
because it is the only one which
ru~s for five days.

PUBLIC SKA TING: During the x-mas holidays
\...
Snively will be open for public skating 1:30 to 3:30 ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING
p.m., December 26, 27, 28, 29; ·30, 31, youths $I.SO, (OPEN): lhdividuals concerned abo~t their drinking
adults $2.50, students with ID or Rec Pass - Free. , or drug use. Mondays, Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursdays, 2n,d Floor Conference Room, Hood
GENERAL
House, noonto 1 p.m.

MUB LOCKER RENTALS: Lockers must be AL-ANON MEETING (OPEN): Individuals
renewed for next semester or your key must be affected by another's use of alcohol or other drugs:
returned before December 22 for your key deposit· Mondays, Room 21, _Library, noon to 1 p.m.
refund. Locks must be removed from the blue lockers
if you do not rene~ it. Stop .in Rooin 322, Office ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLIC MEET of Student Activities, in the MUB ..
INGS: For individuals who have been affected by
. their parents drinking. 'fhursdays; Conference
MOVIE - "HAROLD AND MAUDE" Sponsored Room Health services, Hood House, 1 to 2 p.m.
·
by Campus Gay and Lesbian Alliance. Take-an hour
or two off from studying. Popcorn and driflks will MEETINGS
be provided. Sunday, Decembe.r 13, Life Quality
Resource Center, Hitchco~½, __l:Ia!}, ( · p.m. __ · .
"'
CHRISTIANSCIENCE ORGANIZATION MEETING: Weekly inspirational meetings. All are
WOMEN'S CENTER BREAKFAST: End of welcome. Wednesdays, Rock;ingham Room, MUB,
semester, small get-together for coffee, tea, and ·12:10 to 1 p.m.
donuts. Everyone welcome. Tuesday, December
lS, R0om 1 lOA (Wo~en's Center) MUB, 9:30 _a.m. 4-H CLUB MONTHLY MEETING: This will
be our annual x-mas parry and spaghetti'dinner.
CA T'S CLOSET CHRISTMAS SALE: Christmas Please bring a $2 to $3 gift for a Yap.kee Swap.
cards - Stocking Stuffers - Family Gifts - Film - Friday, December 11, UNH Poultry Farm, 6 p.m.
Graduation Cards & Gifts. Check out Merrimack
Room, December 16 thru December 21 for super
sales.
·
_
_ NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTO _TH~ OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-

--:mo.

ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. -(Obser.ve de~dlines..
on proper forms)

· Jennifer Allen, having he.r vital life fluids drained from her.
(Mark Hamilton photo)

·-·~o;NECr~fi>

Close to you ...

·- , ~~-. where,. ye>,u. work,
where - you live.

- - - - - ~ Staff: ---..;___ _

•Dorltlet
your·next test
· bovvl you ·.
over.
Get Stanley H~Kaplan to be your
.quartetback
For nearly 50 years, Kaplaris test-taking
techniques and educational·programs
have helped over 1 million students boost
their ,scoring pow~r and test confidence.
So if youre going up against the SAT,
· LS.AT, GMAT, MCAT, GRE, NTE, CPA, or
others, go' with the team that knows how
to-win. Kaplan.
•

!,

/

Kenneth-Rotner, M.D.

Jane Tallent, ARNP
Registered Nurse
-Practitioner ·

Board Certified
- Family Physician

-------Offering:------On-going medical care for all ages • Physicals
On-site lab and x-ray • Same-Day Appointments
-

~

Call: 868-5080
VISA, Master Charge accepted

Open: Mon. -- Thurs. 9:30 am--7:00 pm
Fri. 9:30 am- - 5:00 pm

We process all commercial insurance claim forms.

rn~
"'M?"

, .

-" U5rp,1>,1.1I--

The Ori.ginaJ Uggs.
Only At ~ucky Strike.
I

••••• • • •

··· ············•:-

-~

. ):

!KAPLAN
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER lfD.

DON'T COMPETE WITI-1
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

51 Ceres Street
Portsmouth NH
603-436-2436
345 For~ Street
Portland ME
207-773-7784

\
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Tha t Mak e

ryS pec ial
eop le ... Fee l
Very Spe cial.
.From $5 To $5,000, We tlave
Wonderful, Musical Gifts For
-Eve.ryone On Your List. ·

Nakamichi CD Player. Just in the most affordable Nakamichi CD
player ever. Programmable. Wireless
remote. Destined to be a bestseller. (OMS-1) .............................. $299

Yamaha Receiver. Why settle for less
than Yamaha quality? 37 w/ch. Digital
tuning. Multiple inputs for use i.n
................. $249
AN system. (RX-300)..

Naiad Speaker Stands. Most speakers

(especially bookshelf models) will sound
audibly better on Naiad
stands. (L3000) ............................... pr. $34.95

Nakamichi Professional Quality
Headphones. If you think your little
"walkman" headphones sound
good, listen to these! (SP-7) ....... .........$79.95

ll&IM-:...,.

1'"

,,. _

'

,_ ... ,...¥
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,,... , ..... '

( :,........
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-

~v

~

, ~,, •~

~v

·,\ ;,:,wtm:;s;i;;;1w~Mt;,1 ...

Yamaha CD Player. Programmable
midi-size .player with 3-beam laser
pick-up. (CD-X5U) ....................................... $239

, ~e;c VHS VCR witt1 HQ • .FeatJ.Jr~'s

direct-coupled video,head for reduced
.
picture "snow". Programmaole.
.·
High-speed search. Remote. .
(906) .............. ...... ,...............................$249

ADS High Performance Speakers.

Klipsch Floor-Standing Speakers. For
those who like it loud, but don't like it
distorted. These will part your hair with
about 20 watts a channel. (KG 4 ) ... :pr. $499·

Beautiful European-style cabinetry. Very
smooth, natural, "invisible" sound.
Best sellers. (L570s) ...... ... .. .... ..... ...... pr. $399

Alpine "Theft-Proof" Car Cassette
Receiver. Slides out of dash when

Yamaha .CD Player. Full-size programmable player with remote:
(CO~X500) ...................................... $329

Boston Acoustics Bookshelf Speakers.
These are the best buy in the business.
Rich , natural sound. Cabinets will fit
just about anywhere. (A60s) ............pr. $189.

not in use. Features 16 w/ch amp,
......... $349
Dolby NA. Great uriit 1 (7283)

\.
Denon High
Performance
C-90 Audio
Tape. Sr,>ecial

Monster Cable
Performance
Speaker Wire.

191

-

d VCR.

clea"r, stable picture with
ible special effects. VHS Hi- Fi
sound system, remote. ·
tic! (~DV-937) .................. $699

The simplest way
we know of to
make a good
stereo sound
noticeably better.
20-ft. mini-reel.

Nakamichi Professional Quality
. Cassette Deck. Just in' Advanced trans-

$9.95

............... $3.99

port design combined with top
electronics, Dolby S&C NA. (CR-1) ..... .$329

:::)<

f .,

~:~>-

(' :· ;y
Yamaha Remote Control Receiver.
50 w/ch with very low distortion.
Video switching. Precise digital tuning.
. Full-function remote control.
. .... $36~
. (RX-500) ....... ...

-

J-

~

" ""' \ / "';':;..
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.. ~, . . ., ~,. :" "',,...~ ,
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Kenwood High-Power Car Cassette
Receiver. Features include auto-reverse.
FM noise reduction, digital tuning
cloe;k, 16 w/ch amp, (KRC-2001) ..... :... $229

Use Your Tweeter Charge
And Don't Make Your First
Payment For Three Months!

Proton Professional Quality 19" TV
Monitor. Almost startling picture quality.

·Incredibly rich colors and depth of ·
field. MTS stereo. Remote: (619) ... ..... .$599

high density
formula delivers
maximum signal,
minimum hiss. (HD8)

Mitsubishi 35" TV Monitor . .
The ultimate toy for the adult sports
fan - it will change your attitude
towards television. Built-in stereo
sound. Remote. (3513) ...................... $2,799

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -·- - - ·

::::::::=:;;.. ,

::t\1\:;:-.:•.·.·.:,-·.· ··:• :

~~~e~e

NASHUA
520 Nashua S~reet

NEWINGTON
Fox Run Mall

880-7300
SOU'FH NASHUA

431-9700

Pheasant Lane Mall
888-7900
D

MANCHEST~ K
Mall of New Hampshire
627-4600

- ·-.llllllliili

Mastert:ard

VISA'

.

r .
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TAKING THE WINTER
TERM OFF?
~---

,_I

.,

' The e'ALSAMS
Grand Resort Hotel . ·
is· looking for some good people ·
for our '87-'88 Winter Ski Season.
Room and Board available as well
-as .FREE SKIING for all full time
·e.mployees. For-m(?re information
and application, call the personnel
office at (603) ~55-3400 ext. 2666.
5
•..~.......~.-~~~;~.;.~·······••11••··································
.
·····
.
···············································•'1
-.

)·

. --- -

·Apply Now!
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Come out of you! cave_.,.

and write for

. The New
Hampshire

WE Gf VE GOOD HAT
Buy a scarf and coat ·
at 20% off and "w e'll throw in
the hat of your choice ·
this weekend· at ·

wttOLlY mACRO ! /
· Sale offered to
UNH-.J.D. card holders only
and ends Sunday
17 Ceres Street 436-8878 op~n late~
-- NOTE: DAILY BLACKBOARD SPECIALS NOW
THROUGH X-MAS
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BECOME a STUDENT SENATOR
-*No experienc~ necessary

Students from Oyster R1ver -school decorated Barton Hall
Thursday for the Holiday season._(Mike Martinelli photo)

*Great o·pportunity for
future positions

@/jj[j]r!A!J@1XJ[X&,

*Positions avai_lable for second
sem·ester
.

.

I

)

A full service repair shop

*For more -information -and an appli_c a~ion come to the Student Senate
Office Room 130 MUB or call 862-1494.

specializing in
. German, Japanese, and Swedish
Quality work performed and explained

·"THE RESULTS ARE GREAT AND YOU KNOW WHY"

·
\icat\ons due MONDAY
*~PP .
JANUARY 18th, 1988

322 Route 125, Lee
West on ro.u te 4 to Lee traffic circle
continue 3.5 miles south.

~

659-5454
John Schier, Prop.
NH inspection Station

· i_
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_.CLUSTER-

WEALWAYS

NEED LEADERS
The Air Force is looking for_
pilots ... navigators .. .
mis.sileers ... engineers .. .
anagers and ... more Our posi1ons are important )bu can get one
gh Air Force ROfC
As an Air Force RITTC cadet, }0011 be trained
in leadership and management practices. You may
also apply for our scholarsbip program that helps pay
college expenses, plus $100 per aca~c month, tax free..
After graduation, }0011 have all the prestige and responsibility of an Air Force officer: You11 discaver a new \\Orld
where }0011 be.challen~ to excel ... and rewarded for }'Jllr
success. Let us give }OlJ the details t ~
RQTC RECRUITMENT OFFICER
603-862-1480 COLLECT

-COMMUTER-

:onn No. 1776

(continued from page 1) .

these people have rented to.
students for. years," he said.
Mittelholzer kept the atmosphere iµformal as he introduc~d
himself and asked those who
posed~_q uestions to do the same.
One student, concerned that
her landlord had not taken
action to fix a faulty door lock,
and as a result has withheld her
rent since September, asked
what her ,next move should be.
She,js especially concerned
because of the sexual assaults
in the area, and the fact that the
"locked" door can be opened in
ten seconds with an ID, she said.
Mittelholzer said withholding
the rent is not how he would
have dealt with the situation:
. He said that withholding hadn't
done her any good anyway, since
the problem is still there.
The solution Mittelholzer
suggested is to speak with the
, landlord and indicate the probJ e m is not being resolved and
if it isn't taken care of within
a specific time period, then the
tenant should fix the problem
themselves and bill the landlord
for the expense.
Another student, John Weston, ci ted similar grievances,
saying minor repairs had not
been done as promised. Mittelholzer said, "If it's not getting
done, do it yourself and collect."
If the tenant presents the
receipt .to the landlord requesting compensation, and the bill
is_not paid, then the landlord
can be sued for the amount due
said Mittelhoher.
'

HELP!

Cb ;;.;;;;

L{
,..

t'F?,,,;
~ ,,wiif~J~l

~u.-i;~·.. "''"",'
!t:MORALIZE:D BY LJ VIN.6 IN ™E
Of

~

SHELCCN's GREATNESS, ~ t€.CI DE'S\

TO SWDY ZE Nm-t fRof'J\ · A

m

Z .. ..

Learn the full secret to Sheldon's Computer
quality monitors ... you've got it made in th; shade
Nerd success from your Zenith Data
·
· with Zenith Data Systems. Especially at these
Systems Campus Contact!
. great student prices!
It's only natural that Sheldon's success overNow, Computer Nerd success can be yours. Just
shadows everyone else. After all, this Computer · ' ask your nearby Zenith Data Systems Campus
·Nerd is the campus expert on Zenith Data ,
Contact about these special offers. All selected by
Systems!
Sheldon himself!
From deskt_ops to laptops ... advanced PCs to
Here Are Sheldon's Specials!
Product Name:

Special Student Price:

EZ-1
Z-148
Z-159
Z-181
Z-183

$

499.00
699.00
1,049.00
1,199.00
1,599.00

Suggested Retail Price:

$ ,_999.00

1,299.00
1,599.00
2,399.00
3,499.0Q ·.·

NEED COMMENCE- MENT Tl·CKETS.
DON 'T LEAVE MO M
OUT IN THE CO LD !!!
CALL, DA VE AT

(61 7)

470-3889

Visit your nearby Zenith Data Systems
Campus Contact today:

data

systems

Brian.Spargo, Student
· Representative
749-1873
Zenith Data Systems
-~ 617/454.;8070

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON "
Ask about how you can qualify for easy monthly payments with a Zeriith Data Systems <:;redit Card!

~~f~ricing oi~r g~only _~ Pp'~hases~_hrough r'nith ContacL(s) li; Led above by students, faculty and staff for their own use. No other discounts apply. Limit one personal computer and one monitor per
many -mon pen , . nces.su iect to c ange without notice:
·
© 1987, Zenith Data Systems
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GET D-OW N T.O -THE SEA .
SOM EHO W

a Summ er Train ing and
Oppor tunity-

Enjoy fine dining througho ut the year in a place where
1
the seasons meet the sand ... The Carriage House Resturan t
- on the beach - in breathtak ing R..ye, New, Hampshire.

June 10-August 18, 1988

Expenses Paid & $2,500 Schola~ship
Open to UNH U nc;lergraduates
who have comp leted their Junio r Ye~r
,~
byJun e 1988
Inquir e by Janua ry 4, 1988

Let bur menu complim ent the majesty of ·the New
Hampsh ire coastline just outside our windows with items ·
such as: Sicilian Rabbit, Daily Indian Curry Dishes, Raspberr y
Duckling, a special variety of veal and beef dishes as well
as our always fresh seafood catches.
-

We are open seven nights a week and Sunday at 11:00
AM.for brunch. A lighter fare menu is offered in our upstair~
dining room where the view is only better. We also have
a_ private function room for special gatherings.
The Carriag e House has a 60 year history of fine ·
continen tal dining to enhance the timeless b_~ auty of the
Atlantic and the magical marchin g of the seasons. Come
visit us in our relaxing atmosph ere ... and enj0y.

_at the Office of Studen t Activities

'

'

Room 126, MUB
'· 862-1001

OPENING EARLY FOR GRADU ATION (2:00)
MAKE YQUR RESERVATIONS NOW (603)964-8251

~IC4l'lll~~~~~~~~~•~DK4~~,c

,O-,~~~~,cb,cb'l~,~DK4~'h<.O

~~~~~~DK4~~1
•
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·KEENE STATE.·COLLEGE
Summer
ProgramsAbroad

FRANCE

"Bike Br~ttany"

>

3 weeks, 6 credits - -Paris, 450 mile tour
in Brittany , · lodging, meals, bike rental,
home study, land transpo rtation,
and more.

___ 5 weeks, 6 credits - Paris, home :stay in

: St. Malo, language and culture courses
with French faculty, meals,· land transpor t~ ation, and more.

t

=-)i

. . I

'

Seminar for ClassroomTeach~rs

ECUAOOR

SUMMER SCHOOL- IN.QUI'IQ

Univers ity of.' Quito, home stay,)
mea.ls,1 and transpo rtation,
-langu~ge , and culture courses; '
,; - ana:· mq~re • . '

\

Shakepe are's History Plays
6 weeks, 3 -c redits - London,

Stratford -upon-fw on, lodging,
meal.s, land transpo rtation,
la~guage and culture co~rses,
· and more.

ALL. THESE PROGRAMS ME PRICED ·UNDER $2,000!

For furth~r informa tion, dates, costs - ' contact:
Dr. Thomas Durnfo}d ., - Co.o rdinator · .-, Ioterna. tional Education
¢oi\:ege '.; -;
_ , ri<~epe·: s
. ,r
-- "
.'.
- Keene ; ·NH -' 0J43l
__ .
..,,
,
t
;. t,ei terision- 3"5.8, -1- 524
-., _, ,, 'T~li ~l6D;3'}~J:5t:.:1J0'9
:i~' j
!fi: t~,t· .;-i<¥'.-'.·,- J~_~. .)._. ~Z . .":_7_.:;? . t ,~~:.~,; . - · --1
:- \-_•)</;· .:._ )l, ./ ·.-_._t~,1

ta;te

?i~_"._J).•

1·' ... ·:. \.\_ ..-~:.:·

,t

London,- -f
~
m
classroo
mpton
Wolverha
with
ces
obversa tions, conferen
·1ocal E?duca tors, lodging,_ meals
transpo rtation, and more.
-§

- 2 weeks, ,3 ~redits -

5 weeks, 3 credits- Catholic

Summer School St. Malo

t .

•

ENGLAND

I't
I
i
i
§

I

·
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"rent-a-cop and _let a~ything _go through hell week,_they take the respect. It takes a great woman to
in the parking lot, mcludmg routt~e whole campus with them. Students, follow her calling.
You have a choice. You can·
blocking of every fire lane. (This especially those with rooms close
is why private police forces are not to the streets, are subjected at all choose to accept -your heritage with
.•
To the Editor,
a good _idea. It's name a~ UNH, hours to tuneless _renditions of the joy and have fulfilment in yom; life
Phil Broder and I disagree on how "Public Safety", has nieanmg only greek alphabet and sorority glee or you can choose your own path
To the Editor,
hockey
best to support the men's
in regard to courses on George songs. Thursday morning at 5:15 to self-wotship and subsequently
Dear Detective Paul Dean,
team. Phil likes to throw fish on Orwell.)
am, I began to think, it's high time to self-destruction.
I am not resisting arrest. I am
the ice during tt,le game. 'What is
Sincerely,
.
-Back to our sophomore in ques- these gii;ls were told; W.E DON'T
passive.
most interesting about Phil's co- tiop. Phil &-oder has reveaied his CARE! WE DON'T WA.NT TO .
Wendy Moorenovich
I hope you do realize what nonlumn-in The New Hampshire last fantasies however unwittingly. I HEAR ABOUT IT! We don't want
Allison Cooley
violent words like "passive" mean
Friday is not so much what he wrote, feel I sho,uld do the same. Here is to know the greek alphabet, ABC's
- to· be devoted to one's belief so
but his conception of events.
always worked just fine. We don't
..
my favorite:
firmly that one cannot morally
Phil obviously likes the idea -of
Phil lays off the men's team_w1-~h _want to know the' glories of pledg1 move.
mass movements, "screaming h-is fish. Naturally, they w10 10 ing gamma alpha gamma (gag).
I do trnderstand the drawbacks
are
They
them.
call
he
as
masses"
overtime on a fluke.goal. They go We'd much rather be aloud. to study
of a govern~ental job. After all _it
ranged along "one side of the rink." on a tear from there. Meanwhile, or sleep in .peace.
To the Editor
is not 'your duty to ask why am Im
On th~ other side of the rink stands two lJNH cops bring Phil to a
If these girls are unaware of the
· Ma'ny folks here in New Hampone man, alone, about to be over- women's hockey game, handcuffed. inconsideration of their behavior; shire do bot want Seabrool<: Station p.rotest. It is merely your_duty to
_whelmed by "the, screaming He s a sad case, sullenly silent in they should at least be concerned · to go "on line" or even .t.-6 test its cuff-n-sttiff. So, I do realize why
one may become upset when others
masses." Which Phil eagerly tries the sparsely filled stands !nth~ cold for their.personal safety. I have seen nuclear fuel.
do not wish to play the game.
to do symbolically in the rest of a building, the snack bar sh~t ttghter people, in fits of frustration, slin~
people
some
"Why?",
If asked,
But, Detective Paul Dean, can
lengthy column, concluding with than the Durham Post Office at 5:01 pumpkins, buckets of water, fruit will give economic reasons ih reply.
this declaration to the movement: p.m. The UNH woi:nen ~core a and other nameless objects o~t their They will point out that *personal I justify an offic,er of the law
"Don't worry about Coach McCur~ dramatic goal. Something surs deep windows at these girls in an effort electric bills wiU go higher, *the gripping a sitting, passive human
being by ·the jugular vein (f_ror~
dy ... the fish will be thrown.'.'
inside Phil Broder. In a moment, to regain some peace. Obscenities price of consumer goods wilt rise.
Somewhere in Phil's mind, I had the cops are struggling to hold him. have been shouted. One Stoke *services will cost more, *NH behind), and then drag that rndibecome the Conscience. As s_uch, And the cops are losing the struggle! resident even went so far as to call Iqdustry will be less able to compete vidual three -feet across and two feet
I had t.o be overwhelmed. Nothing They are afraid of him! The cops public safety. GEE, SOME PEOPLE in the national market place, *a above the floor, in an effort to
persu~de ope to cooperate and never
less was sufficient; nothing else rush off looking for a phtrne to call JUST CAN'T GET A HINT!
negative burden will be placed on
mattered. :My. .8'ffense was writing for re-inforcements. Phil ·pulls -_ But seriou.s ly girls, remember - the entire NH economy, *the quest10n? I SHOULD THINK
NOT. For it is my moral duty, as
(it's always writing or thinking
himself together enough to try and that thing called peace? It was economic growth in NH will stop.
a human being, to question t~e ,
something that threatens_ tp7 Phil's
interest three little kids in some something that everyone once
torture and killing of huma.ns rn
in history) a letter questtonmg the
For these reasons, these citizens Central America - by our CI.A.,, i_n
UNH hockey culture. But the kids shared and tried to respect. You
value of -the fish to the tea,m's
are indifferenMo (he hockey game. are taking. away our peace, blasting vore NO! to the licensing of Sea- our name.
· fortunes. I also revealed thoughts
They'd rather keep playing tag with it into oblivion with raucous vo- brook Station.
· I must also ask you, DeiectiPhil viewed as crimes against UNH
Other people when asked, ve ... Why did you want not to h~a'r
a rubber octopus. Phil is looking calizations. Campus serenity isn't
.
culture.
like Richard III witho'ut the porse. · the only _thing your early morning "Why?", will give health and safety
truth in the p~per? Were you feelmg
· Phil attacked me as coach of the
Suddenly~ there's a commotion at jaunts are harming, you are also reasons in reply. They will point guilty?
'·
women's hockey team. He wrote
the door. Incredibly bright lights depriving yourselves of any respect but the *dangers of radiation
I hope you do see that I hold not
I was "jealous ~o one throws a fish
sororities.
for
had
once
flood Snively. It's not the riot squad. students
exposure to the workers and to the
even the slightest grudge for_your
at women's games." Phil knows
1t..:s Bob Uecker and a Miller Beer The attitude toward your houses general public during routine opbehavior. For I simply · remind
this, although we've never met or . commercial crew. Bob ignores the is becoming increasingly hostile. eration, *impossibility of adequate
myself that you are trapped inside
spoken. Simply beqmse I'm coach
game and heads for Phil_. Bob',s I'm sure that I'm one of the many protection in case of a major
a · governmental job that never
of women's hockey, he "knows · putting his arm around,fhtl. Bobs who wishes evil th_ings upon those accident, *limited insurance proallows one to as.k questions - and .
. precisely" the jeal~)Usy I harbor.
saying to the camera, The fans, girls who disturb our blissful tectio.n offered by _the Priceof freedqm.., _·
I _hurt for your lack
· (In fact, last year a fish was thrown
they love ihis guy ..,. they absolutely slumber. /\s Greeks, you spould be Anderson legislation, *c_o mplid1, ' · · • • ·
, Mike.Steck
~ 11 ·.,. '
at a women's game.- The next day . love 'em."
setting an example i~ the commun~ tions of the decommissioning proengineerin11
'mechan_ica\
it
have
·
w
I asked the players
, Sincerely yours, - ity, making an effort to earn respe<:t cess at the end o.f the p_roductive
.
stopped.)
Russel-I J. McCurdy, Jr. for your house. Show your unity by life of the plant, *:unresolved
• While I found Phil's column
helping the handi-capped or raising Problem of permanent nuclear
·1
embarrassing to the University, it
money for the needy, not by ass~ult- waste storage.
did contain the unintentional hiing our eardrums. Come on girls,
For· these reasons, these citizens
larity coµimon to the delusions a_n,d
wake up and smell the coffee, you vote.NO! to the licensing of Searavings of an adolescent. In Phil s
are not being appreciated and you're brook Station.
mind, "screaming masses" w~nt
making the entire Greek system
Whatever your reason may be to
their "leader"(guess who that is!)
look bad. How 'bout showing some oppose the licensing oJ Seabrook
are
police
The
Editor
the
fish.
To
to throw the
respect and maturity and make the Station, you too can vote NO! By
On November 23, 1987, the
afraid to stop the "leader" because
next Hell week a quiet one. You'll displaying your own handmade
it would cause a riot. He adds, "On Greek President's Council of the
get some appreciation and we'll get sign, pin, T-shirt, bumper sticker,
the fans' side, the fish stands for University of New Hampshire
some. sleep.
window card, yard sign or banner
all that is right with UNH hockey." passe_d a statement on _se~al a~use.
Lynn Waller
~ha~ says NO!
that
part,
m
His implication being "UNH hock- This statement reads
Sophomore
Mary K. Metcalf
ey" is men's h_oc_key;, "<;an y~u the fraternities and soror.ities of
Zoology major
One Glassford ·Lane
remember the fifties? cnes Phil. the U.N.H. campus will not tolerate
Durham, N.H. 03824
(He's about nineteen). Apparently, or condone a'ny form of sexually
physically,
(either
behavibr
thrown
abusive
was
octopus
an
so
or
in 195-2
on the ice at a Detroit Red Wings mentally, or emo-tionally) on the
game. Since theµ, thi~ la~klus_ter part o( any of its members."
On behalf of the Sexual Harassteam hasn't won anything m thirty
plus years ~nd is ~no~? derisively ment and Rape Prevention Pro·
To the Ediwr,
as "The Pink W10gs . Our Phd gram (SHARPP), I would like to
ELIZAB~TH B. COTE, Editor-in:-Chief
an
by
grieved
deeply
were
We
wants to import a similar tradition commend the leader?hip of the
last
saw
we
that
advert'isemtnt
·
Presidents from the twenty fraterto Durham.
STEPHEN SKOBELEFF, Managing Editor
JOANNE MARINO, Managing Editor
Wednesday afternoon for the
The embarrassments goes on: nities and sororities who supported
JAY KUMAR, News Editor
BRYAN ALEXANDER, News Editor
What
Festival."
Art
"Womyn's
He says he's.a wildlife management this statement. This action is an
RICK KAMPERSAL, Sports Editor
PAUL SWEENEY, Sports Editor
us was the spelling of
student and authoritatively des- important step in recognizing ~he . struck
MARK HAMILTON,'Photo Editor
CRAIG PARKER, Photo Editor
"Womyn's." Let's face ~t womrn,
ARTHUR LIZIE, Arts Editor
cribes a fish as "a piece of junk." existence of sexual abuse and takmg
ROBERT DURLING, Forum Editor
impressive
not
is
orthography
your
Then he boasts about UNH culture responsibility to stop abusive beKAREN PSZENNY, Business Manager
some
ohly
not
betrays
it
noble;
or
symbols being "a case of beer" and havior.
PAULINE TREMBLAY, Advertising Manager
of the pettiness of feminism, but
I. urge incoming members of the
"a box of snotties". He abruptly_
also its roots of hatred. Hatred only
sobers the reader with the following President's Council to continue the
Ric Dube
Advertising Auoclatea
Production Aulstant
makes wpmen ugly, not respecte~.
Robert Hallworth '
Mark Bissell
Debbie Donohoe
scary disclosure: Phil's type, while efforts established by the outgoing
will
and
not
do
attitudes
These
Marc Mamigonian
MacNeill
Reporters
Debi
.
Staff
they like a UNH score, get even Council. Your direction and leadTim Thornton
Parke Madden
Karen DiConza
Amermost
or
us
represent
never
Cathleen Rice
Aul Buslneaa Mgr.
Donna Morafcik
more satisfaction if "the_opposing ership can plan an integra!, ro_le
ican women. Feminism has gone
Kristen Waelde
. Chistopher Pollet
Stacey Kazakis
goalie is checked." _Let m 7 ~xplain: within the Greek communtty rn
Debbie Winn
Mgr.
Tamer
Circulation
Mary
far beyond a consciousness-raising
Sports Reporters
a goalie, due to his -p ostt10n ~nd ·working toward an "atmosphere
Steven Greason
News Reporters
women.
of
worth
equal
the
about
Scott Bemiss
Mgr.
Clrculallon
Aciukewicz
Asal
Tom
equipment, is vulnerable to serious of healthy and proper attitudes and
Jason Doris
Rebecca Carroll
Greg Pariseau
It has become a euphemism for
injury when bodychecked. Hockey behavior towards sex and sex roles."
Ed Flaherty
Christine -Oanko
Copy Readers
resentment and bitterness, and we
John Kelley
Caryl Calabria
Susan Davis
Sincerely,
rules provide for a priviledg~d area
Cartoonists
Caswell
Finch
Dave
Nicole
don't swallow it. The feminists have
Maggie Morrison
on the ice to protect the goalie from
Kenneth G. Allen
Ellen Harris . ·
Susan Flynn
sold American women a raw bill
Dominic Anaya
Christine O'Connor
Annabelle Freeman
SHARPP Coordinator
being bodychecked. Phil and his
Josh Black
News Brief Editor
Beth Goddard
to
going
not
we're
and
goods,
of
friends lust for that goalie's priTimothy Thornton
Al Bippa
Curtis Grav~s
be duped any more. Abortion hurts
Michael F. Dowe
Graphic Managers ..
Robin Hooker
viledged area to b-e violate~ so he ·
Robert Durling
Debbie Bellavance
Donna Huber
hurts
divo~ce
no-fault
women;
you
will be bodychecked. (Calling Dr.
Marjorie Otterson
Dean Elder
Michele Laforge
you women; stress on the Job hu:ts
Mike Heikkinen
Graphic AHlstants
Eileen Lee
Freud.)
Jonathan A. Lummus
Carrie Bounds
Joanne Marino
you women; not seeing your c,htld
I reluctantly comment on Phil's
Scott Miller
' Denise Bolduc
Beth McCarthy
cake his first seeps because he s at
Dick' Sawyer ·
Carolyn Christo
Ed McDaid
reference to tlie UNH police conRobert Squier
Cheryl Clemans
_If
women.
you
hurts
daycare
the
Adam McKeown
doning the fish throwing. Like
Marla Cox
Drew Webster
Moll
Alex
will,
you
seek,
you.
superiority
it's
Supervisor
Hamel
Lisa
.Technical
an
Joseph Moreau
women's hockey, the police are'
To the Editor
oif
places
Darcy LeBrun
because
Leah Orton
it,
find
never
Mulkeen
Charlie
easy target. (Incidentally, the police
Last Thursday morning at 5:15
.
Luongo
Nicole
Typists
Antony Ray
authority are given to tho·se who
JoAnn Schambier
Caryl Calabria
.Alexandra Romoser
are not afraid of Phil. Character- a.m., my dreams were· shatter,ed by
are respected, not the strident,
Elizabeth Crossley
L.iz Ure·tsky
Beth Severance
istically, only Phil thinks ~hey ar<=:.)
an ungodly noise emanating from
Joanne Flaherty
Photographers
Taylor
Nancy
few.
embittered
Ellen Harris
Barnes
Bill
m
are
poltee
the
Arena_
Snively
At
Arts Reporters
the street below my window.! rolled
Women do have equal worth. But
Kristin Hladik
Sadie Greenway
Susan Aprill
a difficult position. By day they over in bed and thought, Oh L,ord,
Christine O'Connor
Hartman
Kim
Jim Carroll
we also have different functions
Amanda Waterfield
M. Amunategui
enforce parking regulations outside here we go again-- sorority hell
from men. A women who cherishes
Antonio Velasco
the empty arena. By night, in a week. These are the days to be
what she is designed to be shall be
crowded ar~?a, t.h~y have to play drea~ed; when these gi~ls go , · respected becau,se she commands
1
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Sick of the Senate
By Lynn Stedman
Minidorm? Minidorm! What does the word mean?
Well, TH tell you! There are six of us here in the
mini dorms down here in area three; we have a
strong comm'u nity and ·most of us have themes.
Themes? Oh! Minidorms are theme housing! I see,
you guys are cheme housing just like Smith and
Huddleston! Well, almost. You see, the truth isthe mini's had their exemption taken away. The
truth of that matter is, we were railroaded. ·
The decision was made when our hands were
tied by Resi-Life and the Student Senate. We sat
and they talked; throwing criticisms here and
punishments ·there. They said,"Not enough ded~
ication to the themes, not a good <:ommunity, no
participation!" All of this from people who had
never even visited the minis,! It was a long and
frustrating. process, one in which we had no say.
At the final meeting of Resi-Life/Senate and the
minis, the decision was brought down: no exemption.
Or was it? Some of us were told we were still'exempt,
but we had to have strong themes, or we would
have· rto ~xemption. Others were told we lost our
exemption, but we could regain _it if we were proven
strong by November, 1987. Interstirig, does anyone
kriow what' is going on?
The truth came _our, finally. November came a.nd
went, with great strength being shown in the minis.
Did a1;1yone notice? No! Because the decision had
already been made~No exemption..:end of discussion.
· The problem is, we the residents heard none of
this discussion. We had no say! Well, you've got
us Senate! Y 0 ... have \-von your silly game. Our hall
director says that there is nothing we can do now!
Im~g:in~-watching someone die and-havihg' your
hands tied so you can't help! That's how we all feel.
STOP! DON'T KILL US!!!
Listen to us; we live here, we know. You have
granted us our themes. But you might as well just
tak'e "them away again for all the good it wiH do
vs. The minis need upperclas,~en to' keep the

.

-~

.

themes, the h~story, and the knowledge alive. -How
can you expect dedication by dropping freshman ·
into this situation! You are taking away our
upperclassmen. The freshman need upperclassmen
· to understand the theme. The minis will not survive.
We 'have worked hard this s·emester. ~e have a
strong community, participation(who won 3rd place
for the Homecoming float?), and we are very
dedicated to the themes. Sure, there may be a couple
of people who you do not see all of the time, but
th'is is reality! There is no such. thing as 100% !
. But .man, we have 99.9%! We have-done what you
asked us, we have made the minis what you told
us you wanted thern to be! All of our hard work .
will go down the drains once the lottery comes around. ·
Hey! What's that you are saying about Huddleston? They keep their exemption? They need
upperclassmen to uphold their theme? What is
their theme? Oh yeah, they are the twenty four
hour quiet dorm. ·WHAT DO THEY NEED
UPPERCLASSMEN FOR? They can be lotteried
off and get a nice quiet apartment. It's un(air! What
have they been doing? ·Nothing compared to us.
Well, Senate, you didn't take their exemption because
you had no criteria, r'ight? But you are killing our
themes for the no reason!
.
Well Senate, we want it back. _You can't take ours
away for no reason and than leave Hudleston alonethe final unfairness.' We want our exemption back
until you get your damn criteria! Then try and ~ake
it-away again! You won't, because neither of us
- will have a second chance. When the minis dieit will be because of you, STUDENT SEN ATE!!!Don't fo_rget, one½ you kill us, you won't be able
to bring us back.

,'j

Lynn Stedman is a Thom,psori'School of Apllied
Science frfJshman
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Vote Vote Vote
By Pete Simmons
Ho Humm ....... Another article about registering
·to vote. No wait-keep reading.
On November 3, 1987 Durham held their town
elections; and although Vice President of Academic ·
Affairs Richard Hersh won a.rSpot on the Durham
Town Council - students Tim Silk andJohn Hurney
did not. How come? The answer is simple -- student
apathy. Well, this is in the past and there is no
need to dwell on it. However, for the two students
not elected it must be hard to think of what could '·
-have been.
·
As you put the finishing touches on your term
papers, study frantically {or finals and get ready
to enjoy Christmas vacation the last thing on your
mind is voting. Although before you know it
February will be here and the 1988 Presidential
Primary will be upon us. Ahhough the question
is -- will you be ready? What are your plans for
the next four years? Graduation? Work? Grad
School? Well whatever you do, the fact remains
that the man in the oval office could make a big
difference in your plans.
Registering to vote is very easy -- and very
important. Many of us as students don't bother
to vote and develop the attitude that one vote won't,
matter. Well if a few thousand people hadn't had '
this attitpde in 1960 then Richard Nixori could

have been our president rather than John Kennedy.
Over the next four years many of us will be coming
into our own -- and politics will begin to play a
bigger role in our life. So while we work, ski, or
lay in the sun down south this vacation let's keep
somehting in the back of our minds -- Election '88' . .
_W hen packing to come back to school be sure not
t.o forget either your passport or a copy of your
birth certificate. This is all you need to regi$ter
· -- it's ·easy!!! You have until February 6th to register
at the town off ices -- and the primary is February
16th. .
i
So if two years from now you find yourself
complaining about the president and didn't bother
to vote -- why complain? You didn't take the
initiative to get involved and help America make
the presidenti'al decision. Apathy runs rampant
across this campus in many different ways -- let's
do away with this when it comes to election time.
If you haven't registered yet I strongly urge you
to do so, and if you have registered -- do the right
rhing and vote this February 16th. Every vote counts
and every non-vote counts; .-- so let's get involved
and help America make a decision ... a big decision ... one that we will all have to live with for the
next four years.
Pete Simmons is _a Junior Political Scie~ce major
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Make
Something
Happen
By Michael O'Malley
We can never know about ihe days to come. Bftt
we must think about them anyway and I wonder
if Fm really with you n,ow, or just chasir;.,_g after
some finer day Carly Simon from Anticipation. ·
A finer day. Did you ever feel yourself chasing
after a finer day? As a student, I've worried about
money, the future, and finding a job once I graduat~.
Most of you, as students, have probably thought
about the same thing at one rime or another. But
think about it. As we look to get ahead while we' re
here, we sometimes look past the good times that
are in front of us. Why? I'm .not exactly sure. Being
a senior though, I've been thinking about it a lot
lately, and I've come to a conclusion about why we
shouldn't.
A few weeks back I went to a bar in Boston with
a recent U.N.H. grad and witnessed some unsettling
situations: a bar at which we knew ·no· one, and no
one kne~ each other. Everyone sat in groups of
two or three. I thought it was only the one bar,
but thjngs were the same every place we w~nt. I
- thought to myself, "Is this what life after college
is like?" People hanging out, never meeting new
people, and going to the same bar every night?
Maybe. I was taken back by the possible reality starihg
me in the face six months.'before graduation.
I began.. to ask people; strangers, for advice on
my last semester at the University.Upon that, people
could not stop talking. "HANG OUT WITH YOUR
FRIENDS MORE!!," ,one woman yelled. "DRINK",
another woman added. 'fhan one guy said, "DO
WHATEVER YOU WANT TO DO, BECAUSE
YOU CAN NEVER GO BACK." It really got me
thinking about my friends ·and the time I have spent
here. Time's not running out, it's flying. Ta~e a
look at the 1987 yearbook sometime soon. Look
at pictures of people you thought you were going
to see. When was the last time vou've seen -them?
Put it this way: you won't be a five minute walk
from 25 friends once yod1re out of here:
I'm not saying the future is all grim. I am saying
that the future is not now. I.et's not think about
it too much. For some of us, graduation is ih May.
Recently, a personal essay I wrote a year ago
appeared in "Main Street"magazine. It was reflective ·
· of a low point in that semester, which
magnified
1
all low points. Thinking about it today , those feelings -seem miles away. Today, high points are in e.xcess,
good times are multiplied, and the reality of the
g,ood times overshadows anything depressing.
Reality is good friends and cherishing time spent
with them.
Realize you won't have these people with you
all the time, and make extra time. Blow off a class;
l have and I'll graduate. And I'll get a job, and I'll
be alright. So will all of you. Till then, let's socialize,
talk, tell stupid jokes, and have fun. . - ,
And tomorrow we might not be toge_ther. I'm
no prophet, I don't k~ow nature's ways. So I'll try
to jee into your eyes and stay right here. 'Cause these
are the good old days Carly Simon, Anticipation.
Let's put the future in .our sights, but let right ·
now be the time we see. These are the good old
days. Let that be yo.ur inspiration and motivation.
The good old days. Make something happen.

Michael O'Malley is a senior Theater major.
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1987:Po or
Year For Films
Let me say right off the bat
th:H th~re have been better years
for movies. If this sounds like
a· weasly, spineless, and wishywashy opening statement de~
- ·signed to lure an unsuspecting
reader to -continue while at the
same ,time not actually reveal
anything substantial, I can assure that that was precisely the
intention. After all, in a year
filled with such consistently
mediocre entertainment, bold
and dramatic statements would
not be proper. ,
It has been a great year for
movies if · you are a movie
executive. Of course, that is
almost invariably the ·case, but
~987 was a big year that included
even more box office records.
Of course, a film is ultimately
.judged (by the executives, I
mean) in terms of how many
truckloads of cash it raked in.
Or, at the very least, what
matters is whether the movie
came in under budget and how
soon can it be sold to HBO,
Showtime, and home video?
Money doesn's. talk, it swears.
As usual, a few good films
managed to rise above the bog
that is comemporary film, but
fewer than ever before. Of
course, the next month or two
will see several big releases
gunning for Oscars.
As he has for nearly 20 years,
Woody Allen released a new
film, Radio Days. While it was
not his greatest film, it is
nonetheless a very good one,
one of the few films I have seen
in th_e past year that rriade
anything approaching a lasting
:impression on me.
Also making a lasting impression (in spade$) was wgat is
certainly the best American
(although made in England, but
don't get me started) film of the
year, Kubrick's Full Metal
Jacket. A brilliant, harrowing
film; it doubtless will not be
honored at the year's Oscar's
the way Platoon was last year,
much to Stanley Kubrick's indifference.
Kubrick continues to occupy
\a rather unique place in .American film; he is able to work, to
an extent, within the system,
but by his own rules, at his own
pace, an_d in the country of his
choice. He can asmazingly still
turn a profit on a film of
startling brilliance. Of course,
not everyone is that .lucky.
Kubrick has been directing for
over 30 years. For an unknown,
getting a film such as Full Metal
Ja~cket made would be like trying
to leap to Venus.
Trends are what movies are
about. Sometimes a good
trend will emerge and some
quality films will get made, but
l;nely we have not been so lucky.
Xhis brings u.s to the "Trends
that Make Me Want to. Vomit"
portion of this discussion. Firs_t
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Vices And Virtues: ·
Oscar Wilde
Oscar Wilde's London
A Scrapbook of Vices and
Virtues: 1880-1900

By Marc A. "Just Call Me
Woody" _Mamigonian

1

Doubleday/Anchor Press
$24.95
By Patrik Jonsson
off is the Eddie Murphy-style
u•r b a n - s hoot-.' em - up Members of upper class Loncrime/drama/comedy- don, the on~s who did not work
fea tur ing-a-loud-obnoxious- and wore hats and carried canes,
rock-score movie. Obviously, occupied themselves with Art
both Bevelry Hills Cop movies Nouveau, flowers, beautiful
fall into this category, aJong architecture 1 and embroidered
with any Whoopi Goldberg silks, during the late nineteenth
movie other than The Color century. Author aqd playwright
Purple. Presuming you like Oscar Wilde was one of the
either of these folks, and think founding fathers of this movethey are funny ( tpey aresup- ment. His writings and manposed to be comedians), why nerisms inundated the period
would anyone want to see either between 1880 and 1900 which
of them in · a film filled with the New York Morning Journal
idiotic car chases and killings? called the "ultra-aesthetic school
If you know, let me in on the of Oscar Wilde."
secret, and I will let them know
It was a revolution in paradox,
before they turn completely into however, as the poor. . . starved
parodies of themselves.
under the heels of the rich
The second trend is the slickly . drinkers who posessed the beaumade urban thriller. Now this ty of art. Prostitution raged and
genre is not bad as a whole, but crime exploded in innercity
there are some annoying ten- London. The new hardcover
dencies about it. For one thing, book Oscar Wilde's London is
they tend towards MTV style a baring of this city's classic
over-content (like most contem- bones, a thorough study of .its
porary music, I might-add, but . anatomy during this confounded
that's not my department) era.
(Don't even think about the
Imagine Oscar Wilde, and you
music department, Mamigonian
- ed.) formula, as exemplified
by last year's 9 1/2 Weeks and
this year's Someone to Watch
Over Me. Although neither of
these films ·1s truly horr_ible, they
share one fatal defect; no one
in them is as~interesting as the
furniture ancl the appliances.
It all looks good, but like those
cheap hollow Easter eggs, it's By Arthur Lizie
Yes, it's the holiday season
empty.
The Vietnam movie is def- again: no time, no money, no
initely hot stuff these days, and daylight, and no patience. No
so far, so good. The major sooner do the pressures of fin;ils
Vietnam films have ranged wear off and it's time to get in
from the excellent (Full Metal the "holiday mood." Right.
Jacket, Ap~colypse Now, Pla- Going to a mall and mingling
toon) to no worse than solid with high school kids and
(Hamburger Hill). However, screaming babies is just the way
'the success of the Vietnam film to get in the spirit of the season.
means that we will be getting Besides, what kind of a gift do
many more of.them (God forbid you get for an aunt whose only
that anyone could let a good activities are washing underthing go before it gets tired and wear, yelling at her kids, and
dull), and the more we get, the staring at reruns of "Three's
A Crowd?"
more weak ones we'll get.
Sadly (for me, at least), I feel
unable to give any kind of "best"
Anyways, the holiday season
list, because there are so many
films that I feel I should have can be fun because it's a time
seen but was unable to. U nfort-- for Liszt; the .g reat Hungarian
na tel y, so few films ac-tually composer and pianist. It seems
_make it Our way around here . that the old man had a real
that we are all being cheated. penchant for dressing up as
No foreign films or non- Santa and ... Hey! Cut that out!
mainstream America~ films ·
- come around unt~l they are out
on video, although it appears
Sorry about that, some
the Strand Theater in Dover is stressed out Music 401 students
trying to break the trend by took control of the word pro-.
showing -more diverse films - · cessor and began to ramble.
- I recently saw the superb Jean Actually, it's a wonderful time
De Florette there, and there is for lists: want lists, return lists,
no substitute for seeing a film and of course, the ever popular
on the big screen, just as it was end-of-the-year-as-we-know intended to be seen (although it ( and I feel fine) lists.
I do thank God for video).
In conclusion, don't look for
Not that my opinion counts,
anything in the new year unless
the same old stuff stops making but you'll soon encounter my
1987 versions of a to_2 album,
money. But then, it never does.

can perhaps feel the soul of the
period. Oscar was a tall man,
with large, shallow eyes that hung
at the edges. His nose was very
straight and proportionate, but
his lips pursed above his drawnback chin: They pursed in a
manner of pride and insolence,
and from them he utfered phrasings like, "Art is the only serious
thing in the world," and "A
really well-made buttonhole is
the only link between Art and
Nature." His back was always
proudly arched and his wrists
hung like heavy oak leaves from
frail branches.
This proud "aestb-etic" upper
class, led by Wilde and his
contemporaries, was determined to throw an embroidered
velvet hanky over the reeking
boulevards of the starving,
prostituted poor. "And ... London, small and white, and dean,
the clear Thames bordered by
its gardens green," said William
Morris, another founder of the
Arts and Crafts movement~
casting his hanky down on the
. slime arid muck where the poor
reveled in hiding from his eyes
and conscience.
And while "beauty" rang
from the lips of the ' ones in
ruffles and peacock feathers, the
lower classes toiled away in
sweatshops and whorehouses.

For example, you could hear a
phrase like this passing between
two "gentlemen," one possibly
Wilde himself, in a fancy tearoom somewhere: "My ey-e
requires in a ·room a resting
place of pure colour, and I prefer
to keep dressing for more delicate materials than paper, for
embroidery for instance." Meanwhile, a plea could be heard from
a conc_erried bobbie patrolling
the dung-filled streets of the
slums: "Poor lad! Probably he
would soon get into thieve's
company, and sink into the
depths, for there is no other
means of living for many like
him."
The irony was shocking and
.Oscar Wilde's London perpetuates it. It leads the reader down
the alleyways of London, into
Wilde's life, through the theaters, into the galleries, and then
down into the slums and the
whorehouses and sweatshops.
It speaks of all thi-s in clear,
knowing voice (if not a bit
i;ambling at times), in , the
manner of a good friend ex. plaining something dear, with
all the niceties of conversation
thrown in. Clear pictures add
· depth, and quotes,. hundreds of
them from all sectors of London's society, tell their own
stories of a London in paradox.

This Year. In Music
top concert, and bad trends list,
plus a few other choic;e thoughts.
Take the list in whiatever way
you choose: agree with it, disagree, be objective, be subjective,
tear it up, line the bird cage,
make your own, get angry,
whatever. It probably won't
even matter if I slight your
favorite band because this is the
last paper this semester and
you'll forget about it by the time
January lumbers around. Without further annoyances, may I
present ,

Top Albums of 1987

God's Country" single should
be out soon with two more). One
can only joyfully wait for the
double live album and concert
film due out by next summer.
2) Lawndale Sasquatch Rock
(SST Records) - This instrumental quartet has brought the
rockin' surf sounds of The
Ventures head on with seventies
metal and created a pulsating,
energetic, and fun creature.
"March of The Melted Army
Men" wins big points for the
music in addition to the song
title, and the cross bastardization of Dave Brubeck's classic
"Take Five" and Led Zeppelin's ··
"Whole Lotta Love," complete
_with a pseudo-Plant wail, is pure _
genius. So what if it don't have-, ·words. · ·

1) U2 - The Joshua Tree (Island
Records) - This. is the only
album in th~ -list placed in any
kind of order. In 1987, this leads,
everything else follows. What
more can be said about, The
Joshua Tree: it's. moving, di- 3) The Replacements Please.d
. verse, strong, emotiqnal, pas- To -Meet Me (Sire Records) sionate, and a bunch of other -' Hope you guess my name. How
superlative adjectives. And it . can one argue with the worth
rocks. Fd( the first time in a ·of a record that has manufacwhile, a band that truly deserves cured an audience for a nobody
coJnrI).ercial succes.s has achieved like Alex· Chilton? - "Children :
it ,:withoui s'ellirig _out: two . Bydiemillionsdon'tknowAlex ,
number one singles ("With Or Chilton." Sure the boys from
Without -You" and "I Still Minneapolis have cleaned up ;:
Haven't Found What I'm Look- their act, but they haven't sold :
ing For"), a number one album, : out, they've just madG their best,;',.
unlimited airplay, and concerts album to date. Thousands of :
sold out in minutes. They even Placemat wanna-be's could \
had the integrity to release come up with better versions )
:;r
__ seven non_-_!,_? b-sides so far ("In MUSIC, page _18

_.,,
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of the band's earlier material,
but they'd have a hard tim~
topping stuff like -"I Don't
Know." They're not "Shooting
Dirty Pool," they've only wised
up and staned playing their
cards right.

,

-

ten short; tight, and tuneful pop ·
tunes. A ·surprisingly straight
forward record after a career
with King Crimson, Zappa, and
Talking Heads. Again, it's like
a trip down to the local guitar
shop listening t0 grimy teemag- .
.ers play with effects boxes, but
it is done so masterfully. The
4) Bi-i~tdti.e]he~_ Blend Beatlesque "Rain," "Superboy ,"
(SST Records}~ne \i-iolent· and "Fear Is Never Boring"
Femmes bassman has created belong on any car-trip compia diverse, cultured, .and tho- lation tape. Fripp can recruit .
roughly ·entertaining record. It other sidemen, The Bears·
fonks out on Sun Ra's "Nuclear should stick together.
War,'.' wacks out on_ "Austrian
Anthill," and psyches out on
"Feast Of Fools." A surprisingly
mature debut solo LP that
doesn't let up on either the
8) The Leaving Trains Fuck
dance floor (yeah, you ca-n get
(SST Records) - These guys are
d_o wn to most of this) or in.your -rock and roll and punk and
head. Essential listening. Forget
hardcore and maximum 'r & b'
the Femmes, when's the followand lots of other great music
up coming out?
all rolled i~,t-~ one ob~cenely

10) Los Lobos The Light Of
The Moon (Slash Records) t,L.i Bamba" got all the publitity,
but it was this record which was
the band's gem of the year. The
tales of urban America are more
.true t_o life then_the high handed

the show. Siouxsie performed
better then expected, driving
from my mind the hope that she
would soon hang it up and get
a real job-.- The band seemed
bored . but Siouxsie was fun to
watch and the songs still have
some punch . to them. Sorry
Siouxsie, all is forgiven . Too bad
I didn't get to catch Cope on µis
own.

· return to America again will be
too long.
2) Big Audio Dynamite - The
· Channel, Boston, April "12 - In

spite of the fact that it was
hotter than hell •and more
crowded, too, this show was a
blast because B.A.D was even
hotter than I was . They never
let up while pounding away
through most of their two
album~, plus Prince's "1999."
Slight urban funk with a reggae.
Plus it's cool to ac.rually see Mick
- Jones.

Top Gripes Of The Year
That was the good stuff ferthe year, here's the top ten
gripes of the year:
Belinda Carlisle: she looks better
but sh~ sounds like Bon Jovi
MTV (fifth year running): need I say anything?

~;

Los Lobos: More than "La Bamba"

<t1~' ~ougar, Melon-;drea¢is -ofJ_
he'd attid'·\iruce "L_eis fire the
roadies; cause they're doing their
job" Springsteen. lt'.s got a good
bear and you can dance to it.

3) The Bears/Tirez Tirez- The

Living Room, Providence, June

extra songs only on CDs: ldon't
care about CDs, I like records
outrageous ticket prices: you
could almost buy a used car with
the mon·ey it takes for a .couple
of friends tO see a show
new age: listen to the noises a
· cat makes and it would be just ·
as exciting
no new Waterboys· alb~in :
where have you gohe' Mike·
Scott? World Party pressure too
much?
Belinda Carlisle: see above
rock songs in commercials :
Micheal Jackson's behind it all, .·
you know. what does Lyndon
Larouche have to say about 5his? --- -the New Monkees: the old

19 - This PMRC double bill was
slick and professional in a nice
way, without being overbearing.
. Tirez Tirez opened with a set
of polished and tuneful songs Monkees were a lame enough
_
and The Bears bombastically . concept
Apologies and conciliatory followed w'ith pure entertain- any Zappa other than Frank:
notes go to Ramones - Halfway ment. They pr(?_baly d(? the ~_ame :~w~ezil. Moon Unit.
to Sanity (Sire Records), The

Lawndale: Led Zeppelin meets Dave Brubeck
(Bill Batchelor photo)
delightful package. Plus they've
got a sense of humor. Too bad
you can't find the record at the
Sure these are two different mal\s, but ain't that America?
releases, but it's_my list and 'I "Temporal Slut" is a must.
can manipulate it any way I · Search this record out and bad
·c hoose. The new songs on th,ing~ will not happen to-you.
"Louder Than Bombs" ("Sho- Maybe Falling James should be
plifters Of the World Unite," canonized? First Kil-l Tunes,
"Is It Really So Strange," etc.) now this. When will this madmay just as well have been on ness end?
5) The Smiths "Louder Than
Bombs"/ "Strangeways, Here
We Come" (Sire Records) -

itrangeways, Here JVe Come,
·so that's my fustification. Both
records _show The Smiths as one
~ of the world's best pop bands
at its peak, crafting insightful,
tuneful, and sinfully catchy pop
songs. It's almost better that
they broke up since they were
on the bririk of mass stardom ·
and it. almost seemed inevitable
that they would repeat themselves. It seemed that way after
Meat Is Murder, too, but listen
to The Queen Is Dead. Might
as well go out on the top.

Cure - Kiss Me; Kiss Me, Kiss
Me (Elektra Records), Robbie
Robertson - Robbie Robertson
(Geffen Records), BoDeans Outside Looking In (Slash Records), Tirez Tirez - social
Responsibility (PMRC/IRS Records), The Call - In the Woods
(Elektra Records), Meat
Puppets - Mirage (SST Records), The Balancing Act Three Squares and A Roof
(PMRC/ IRS Records), Husker ·
Du -Warehouse: Songs and
Stories (Warner Records),
R.E.M. - Document (IRS Records), and others I can't remember at the momei;it.

Big Audio Dynamite: a hot show_

(John Chuse photo) _

Best Causes.of The Year
show every night, including the
same jokes, but it's still fun.
Belew's straight forward ren didtion of "Purple Haze" was
interesting. Fun, fun, fun.

4 ) f I R E H O S E / D C
-3/Crimony /DOS The Living
Room, Providence March 13,

- This SST family affair, featuring Mike Watt and his brideto-be Kira as DOS, Mike and
Kira'-s...brother Paul as Crimony,
Paul and Dex C,i.dena and pals
as DC 3, aii'd -'M:-ike a-wi Ed'
.
.
fROMOHIO andGeqrge"Hurley songs
better
drinking,
less
Rep~cemettts:
The
as fIREHOSE, was pure fun.
Julian
Saint
Cope
6) Julian
You could dance, you could
(Island Records) - I had never
(Greg Helgeson photo) laugh, you were part of the
really given· either Julian Cope
show. The music was hot, too.
or Teardrop Explodes much of
All of these bands are must see
a ·chance_ until I heard the 9) Sting ... Nothing Like The Top Concerts of 1987
live pe~formers. Maybe MUSO
Sun (A&M Records) - Sure he
"World ✓-Shut Your Mouth"
single, and know I can't get can be overly pretentious and 1) U2 - Boston (iarden, Sept. could bring fIREHOSE t0 UNH
enough of him. Saint Juli-an is egotistical, but there is · no · 18 - 0~ you've ca_ught U2 ~n during the band's spring tour?
energetic, humorous, powerful, denying the brilliance and beau- good mght, everythmg else will - Let's not wish for too much this
ty of this record. Again, he pale by comparison. It sounds holiday season.
and different. The man writes
·
great pop songs: "Trampolene" delves further into his jazz roots cliched, but they actually made
inas
Garden
rbearing
e
ov·
the
Eric
success.
amazing
with
"Screaming
playfully bounces,
Secrets" and "Pulsar" knock you Clapton, Mark Knopfler, Andy timate as a club. They reached 5) Julian Cop"e/Siouxsie and
between the eyes and you still Summers, and many of The Blue way back and gave it everything the Banshees-Boston Common,
enjoy it. So he's a bit egotistical... Turtles show up here, once they had, including "Out Of August 13 -The billed headliner
again showing that it is often Control," "Spanish Eyes," and was Siouxsie, but it seemed as
wise to surround yourself with few other surprise_s. This is r9ck if there were no way in which
people who. will challenge you, and roll at its best. Almost she could top the sun-drenched
not pamper you. Look for him equals the nqw legendary April opening burst of energy pro7) The Bears The B(Iars
(PMRC/IRS Records) - Ad - February 5 at the Boston 18, 1985 Centrum concert. Two vided by the pale-skinned Julian
. years of waiting for them to _ Cope. ~he!e wasn 't. He stol~
rian Belew_and friends create _Garden.
.

In this· cate_gory, it's a tie
between A Very Special Christmas ap.d "Alli Want.For Christmas" from Timbuk 3
The first record you have
undoubtedly heard of because
of all the justifiable publicity
it has received. Producer Jimtny
lovine has brought together U2,
Springsteen, The Pretenders,
BonJovi, Run-D.M.C. and a mob
of others to benefit the Special
Olympics. It's a great album, a
great cause, and lots of fun.
The Timbuk 3 di§.f has received a lot less publicity but
is for just as worthy a cause, the
Stop War Toys Campaign. "All
I Want For Christmas" focuses
its attention on the harm·s of
war toys: "Transformers, Super
heroes/ Thundercats in cast iron
dothes ... Looks to me like World
War Three/Underneath the
Christmas tree." Studies show
that the average 4- to 8-yearold
American child will see 250
episodes of war cartoons and
more than 1,000 30-second war
toy commercials this year. Forty
scientific studies indicate that
war cartoons and toys increase
childhood violence and behavioral problems. That's a pleasant
thought t0 be left with for the
·
_holidays.

-
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ARSENIC AND OLD LACE

and
"Th
_· e H ust1·er·"

Director: Frank Capra ,
. Screenplay: Julius J. and
Philip G. Epstein
· Cast: Cary Grant, Raymond
Massey, Jack Carson, Peter
Lorre , Jean Adair,~Priscilla
Lane

5 pm •----~
and

'1

9pm

J~

8 pip

.

:il-

f

~

._.

$3 Students w /I.D.

and ,
lO ·pm

Cary Grant, Audrey Hepburn, Walter Matthau,
James Coburn, George Kennedy, Ned Glass_

$2 Students w /I.D.
$3 Ot}:ler

· 7 pm and 11 _pm
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:A lexa nd er Hall 's
•
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:: Tur key Trot

by Mike Peters ,
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3 mile road race
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:-Alex ander Hall would
;: like to thank their spon·•
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by -B erke Brea thed

BLOOM _COU NTY
OPV5... I HI/Vt SOMe-nllN& '
10 5/IY /?€MR/JING 171€

:TIM€ we RAN YOf/ 01/T

OF WWN FOi( YOVIZ

?eN&//tN u15r BV5tNe55,M

\

35mm
(§@ 0@ [f

SHOE

-,~/e ffMacNe//y.

""

I THOUGMT 'tt)V WE~
GOING TO FL.V fiOUn.t
-f"OJ< ™E WINTER ... ·

PrintS'·

and-Slides
fro m the
sa me rol l .
Seattle FilmWorks has adapted
Kodak's professional Motion
Picture film for use in your 35mm
camera. Now you can use the same
film --with the same fine grain and
rich color saturation -- Hollywood's
top studios demand. Its wide
exposure latitude is perfect for
everyday shots. You can capture
special effects, too. Shoot it in
bright or low light-- at up to 1200
ASA. What's more, it's economical.
And remember, Seattle FilmWorks
lets you choose _prints,·o r slides, or
both, from the same roll.
Try this ,emarkable' film today!

- -- -- -

KUDZU

By Doug Marlette

. ··n-lEY HA.'D -ro CANCE L OUR.
CREA1ION SCIENCE CLASS iODAY...

WE BURNED OUR
1E)(1 BOOK. .5 !

,.

,'

''1987 SFW

---------------

: FREE Introductory Offer
□

Calvin and

Hobbes
16 \.\~ \5 lt.D UP 1\-\£ G~lliWJS, 11-\E NOOS£ \S Pl.ff AR()\J~D
\.\E Rt.RECT$ lJ~ ~\5 M~~ ~\S NECK A.ND T\G\-fft.t-\ED !
nus \51\-\E END.'
~E.\~OOS CR\MES. ~E \S ·
· NOT 1KE.f9\Th\'\T !

\

by _Bill Watterson
0\..\, K~ff
OIT. SOM£ Of

,I
,I
1
I

·1
1

RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of
Kodak MP film for my 35mm camera.
I'd like a 2-roll starter pack including
Eastman 5247® and 5294~ Enclosed
is $2 for postage and handling.

teed

:
I
I·
I

I
1

100% Satisfaction Guaran
I
I
I NAME _ _ __:___ _~ - - I

us H~\JE 1Q

WB\R ~ T\E
BJE~ t>/\'i. ,.

: ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :

I CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ __..:...._ I
I
II STATE _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ _ I

,I

Maii to: Seattle FilmWorks

2471

I

I
500 3rd Ave. W.
I
I
Box 34056
I - I
Seattle, WA 98124
I
Co. Seattle I
· I Kodak, 5247 and 5294 aruadei.narks ofEasmian Kodak
iawhollysepa
I11.;FihnWorb
_ _ _ ll_ I■ ·
_. ProcesaECN__
_ manufacturer
_ _ the
__ ratefrom
_ __
fro~ other labs.

P:o.

·

at Seattle FilmWorb with limited availability
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Rocking the anthropological world, a second
"Lucy'' is discovered in southern Uganda.

!
"Cotton Candy?! I've been cleaning my
ears with that stuff for years!"
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Calvin and Hobbes have
been living at the top of
.the national ·. bestseller
lists for months now!
· Firtd out why Bill
WattersC>n's wonderfully
•fresh and funny·"humor ,
has captured America.
·-~
t)
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ill w~tter~on.
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Order your copy
. right away. ·

-

~~----------------------

I
Please send me _ _ _ copies of Calvin and Jfobbes at $6.95
I
plus $1.00 for postage and handling per book. Enclosed is _ _ _ _ _ _
I
I
I . Make check paya~le to Andrews and McMeel. Allow 4 to 6_weeks f~r delivery~
□ MasterCard :
□ VISA
□ Money Order
□ Check
- I Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - I
I Address - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - 1
II . City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _II
I · Credit Card #______________ ·MasterCard Interbank#_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

·1

::r,~.__..--

:

:
I
I

/

I
I

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Exp. Dat~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
1
Signature as on credi~ card
I
.
Mail to: '
I
Calvin and Hobbes Book; c/o This Newspaper; P.O. Box 419150, Kansas City, MO 64141
I
_J
Andrews and McMeel, 4~ Main Street~ Kansas City, MO 64112 .
_.
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1 bedroom Apartment - Main Street Durham
$500 Per mo. and Electricity. (Heat in cluded) Call 207-439-3801 or 742-1263

- - -- -- - - - OLDER WOMAN (NON-SMOKER) TO
SHARE TWO BEDROOM NEWMARKET
APARTMENT WITH NON-TRADITIONAL
STUDENT. NEWLY RENOVATED LOW
UTILITIES. OFF-STREET PARKING. ON
KARIVAN ROUTE. $200 PER MONTH
PLUS UTILITIES. CALL 659-2737 evenings.

- -- - · ··

NEWMARKET, Professional Male graduate
student looking for same, 25 plus, non
smoker, to share five room apartment, wood
he~t. washer/ dryer, $275.00. 659-6143
leave message.
Lee, room available in 4 bedroom duplex.
2 ';_;;ooastoves, spacious, Call 659-6341,
leave name, number and best time to call.
Room, $185/mo, 3/Bdrm. remodled Apt.
10 minutes from UNH, in Dover. 7 43-4122
Nights, 868-5558 days, ask for Jan or Chris
Housemate (non-smoker) wanted to share
large Dover house with 3 people. Starting
1 /16/88. Large bedroom. 2 bathrooms,
2 refrigerators. $150/tnonth plus heat and
electric. Lease through 9 / 1 / 88 and security. On kari-van route. Call Scott 7 492438.
D·over Apartment available for Spring
Semester. $200/month, near Kari-van, only
5 miles to UNH, need to rent, call anytime,
ask for Tracy. 742-5901.
Durham- Walking distance to ·classes.
Apartment with 3 other roommates- own
bedroom. For 2nd semester. Available Jan .
1. _Call ASAP 868-3014.
One room available in 3 bedroom apartment. Newmarket. 4 miles from campus,
convenient to Kari-van. $176.00 per month.
Furnished except for bedroom. Call 6592400, after 6:00 p.m.
Room, $185/mo. 3/bdrm. remodeled Apt.
1ci minutes from UNH, in Dover. 7 43-4122
nights, 868-5558 days. Ask for Jan or Chris.

Apartment For Rent - On_e Bedroom 2
minute wa lk to campus. $500/month. 2
PERSON CAPACITY. Off street parking,
no PETS or smoking. Available January
1. Call Asap days 862-3819. Eves. 8689982
1752 Homestead. 3 bedrooms. 1 bath 8
miles from UNH. Rurc~.I setting $800 plus
utilities. Grad STudents/Facu lty preferred.
679-2301
Spend your next semester on the BEACHII
Roommate wanted for 4 bedroom hous e
on North Hampton. private Bedroom with
loft and attathing 3/ 4 bath. In credible
Ocean View- must see!I $200 a month plus
1 / 4 utilities. Available immediately. Call
964-6972

Students looking for femal!3 roommate for
Spi ing Semester. 4 bedroom condo in
Dover. Room and Board exchanged for
light house _upkeeping. Great deal ; if
interested Call 749-2101 evenings.
One Roommate wanted for Newmarket 4
bedroom apartme_nt. Male or Female,
$175.00/mo. & heat and· electric. No
smoking , please. K-van accessible (no
parking) Contact Marla, Joanie or Gary
at 659-7073 Anytime.
DQuble Room avai lable in gorgeous-NewMarket Condominium. Furnished. fema le,
non-smokers preferr~d. Kari-Van. $250.00
per person Cal l _Jean 659-3183.
Must Sub-lease fully furnished room ,
located in Durham, for Spring semester.
Contact Heather (C4) 868-9883 or Judy
868-2192 Desperate!!
Female Roommate wanted to share two
bedrooni apartment with other female.
Newly renovated , convenient Portsmouth
location. 431-7093 anytime, leave message.
Spend your next semester oh the BEACHI
Roommate wanted for '4 bedroom house
on North Hampton. Private bedroom with
loft and attaching 3/ 4 bath. Incredibl e
ocean view- _Must see!' $200 a month plus .
1 /4 utilit ies . Available immediately. Call
964-6972
APARTMENT FOR RENT IN DURHAM
, 5 minute
Branq new, furnished, 1 bedroom_
walk to MBU, 525/month, 2 person capacity.- Off street parking, no pets or smoking.
Available immediately. Must seel Call now
868-1 7~1 or 868c6685
1752 Homestead. 3 bedrooms. 1 bath. 8
miles from UNH. Rural setting. $800 plus
utilities. Grad students/f<;1culty preferred.
679-2301.

NEED MORE MONEY FOR COL'.LEGE? of
course you do, and who doesn't? SCHOLAR MATCH INSTITUTE can help. Call
us at (603) 659-2995 today. ·
Tuesday night my jacket, keys, and wallet
were accident ly taken from Nicks. Please
return to Nicks. No questions asked.
LOST~ man's estate ring, rectangle black
ony x with "G" inscribed. $50 REWARD.
·
Ca ll 868-5994 ask for Heather.
LOST- Brooks B~others bll)e sport coat_.
Custom made. Lost _ __ __ _ __
sat. nite at upper quad semi. Please return
to Paul at Hubbard 212. 862-4310/ 4311.
LOST - . BROOKS BROTHERS BLUE
SPORT COAT CUSTOM MADE. LOST
SAT. N ITE AT UPPER QUAD SEMI .
PLEASE RETURN TO PAUL HUBBARD
212 at 862-4310/ 4311

Sick of school? Ti re d of Durham? THINK
SPRING BREAKI THINK CANCUN, MEXICO or THE BAHAMASI Make plans now
for your spring break trip to the SL!nny
tropic sll Trip packages start at $279. For
iAfO. call Roberta, 868-3214.
Crimson trave·I wants you as a campus repl!!
Earn FREE TRAVEL AND EXTRA MONEY
promoting trips on your camp us. Call 800553-6642 (outside MA) or 548-61 .49 collect
·
to Kate (with in MA.) ·
WANT TO GO AWAY FOR SPRING
BREA-K? CANCUN, FLORIDA, BERMUDA
OR THE BAHAMAS! CALL TRICIA AT 8681121 .

1 female roommate needed for Main St.

;~~::~; ~~~:;~;e:;~~;:~,~"~;; ; -l w,~it.-fI
rent $225 a month including heat and hot _
water, near 2 K-van stops. Call anytime
749-1055.

DOVFR- large, single room available for

2nd semester in a 5 bedroom house. $200
a month plus utilities. 5 miles to UNH on
KariVan route. Comes partly furnished.
Call Carolyn. 742-5901. Leave message.
Epping Colonial. 3 Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Rural
setting near Rte. 125. $800. plus utilities.
Security. Grad. Students/faculty preferred
679-2301.
Female roomate needed for 2 bedroom
apartment in the coops. Rent $250/month,
heat included, pay 1 / 4 electricity bill. Call
868-2172.
-Any Female interested in living in the
COOPS next semester - Avoid the two year
wait. Call Kathy or Anne - 868-6115.

2 ~oommates needed Semester II. Young
e call
Drive $990'. 00/semester. Male/femal_
868-3016.

~
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· GREAT part-time opportun ity to GAIN
EXPERIENCE while marketing FORTUNE
500 Companies' products on campuc;I
F~EXIBLE hoursl Refe rences given. Call
1-800-243-2786.
· Helper for handicapped person. $6 an hour.
No experience necessary. Hours negotiable. Easy work. Great boss. Call Dan at
692-4764. evenings.
Resumes - Written and Word proces sed
by Professional Writ ~r From $10 . Call
RESOURCES -- 742-0005.
CASH. CASH. CASH. DISTRIBUTE FLYERS TO SEACOAST HOMES AND BUSINESSES . OWN TRANSPORTATION WALKING SHOES - FRIENDl:..Y. CALL
APPLE PAINTING & RESTORATION :
PORTSMOUTH. 4~1-4669. leave message.

-- ~- _

' • · .Al

Need Cash??? dig out those old baseball
cards or other sports cards'. I am interested
in old and new, sets and singles. Call Ray
868-6095
Babysitter with car needed for chi ld care
in m·y home. Dependable and lovingI
Afternoons, some mornings. Salary / hours
negotiable. Cal l 659-5779.
Part -time housekeeper wanted. In Bar rington. $5 50 / hr Flexible hours. For
information Cal l Caryn. Days - 433-4557 .
Evenings - 664-5395.

TERM PAPERS- Last minute crunch, ca ll
The Professionals at C.C. Business. Quality
paper s at best prices, 134 Broadway in
Dover- call 749-5788.

Nannies needed for live -i n positions iA
Boston area and the seacoast. Room and
board and good salary. Ref~ rences re quired. Very rew arding job with lov ing
1 female roommate needed. to. live with · . families. Ca ll Mary at TGIF anytime. 742 3 other very compataoTe people, tor 2nd
1417.
semester. Spacious Madbury Rd. ap'artment, 1 bath, sundeck - EXCELLENT
LOCATIONII - WILL HAVE.OWN BED ROOMI Ava ilable Jan.1st. $225/month
plus utilities. For more information call 8687506, anytime, leave message.

ADOPTION - Loving, professional, white
couple desire to-adopt newborn. All medical
and legal expenses .paid. Confidential. Call
collect (617) 747-5322.
Adoption: Loving couple, physician and
psychologist wishes to adopt newborn.
Warm family, opportunitiesi Expenses paid.
Legal, confide ntial. Call Ellie collect 212724-7942.
BOOK RETURN : Students, please pick up
any remaining_course books for the fall
semester. Book returns in progress. University Bookstore.
Stanford University ,professor and wife.
Happily married for many years. Anxious
to adopt newborn infant. Personal meeting
welcome . Lawful and proper pregnancy
related expenses paid. Couple approved
by California adoption authorities in advance of placement. State supervised
adoption procedures. Please call collect
Terri and Michael Fayer (415) 328-8723.
Comm1.,,er Senat0r Applications are now
available for next semester. Pick one up
in the Senate office Rm. 130 MUB

COMPUTER, KAYPRO 11/83 CP/M; includes all instruction manuals and software
for Perfect -Writer, Wordstar, M-Basic,
Perfect Filer-, Perfect Cale, Profit Plan, Perfect Speller, 'The-Word,' S-Basic Compiler.
·
$375. Campus 3384 or 778-1399.
AKC Registered Golden Retriever- 22
months old - female, spayed , all shots.
Moving and ·would like her to go to a good
home, preferably with plenty of room to
run, hunt, etc .... $375. Call Karen at 8621520 days or 749-3253 evenings.
$75 one way ficket to Ch icago- Decembe;,
16. 868-3386 Elizabeth.

Peavey Vintage Amp. 4 10 inch speakers.
Powerful 120 watts. Great sound. Exe. cond.
$225. 862-4391 eves.
Cross Country Skis - Almost new Down
hill Ski- Both size 8 boot with bindings &
poles - phone 868-2123

Government Surplus. Uniform Pants &
shirts $2.00, uniform jackets $6.00, Camof lage· $18.00, Fatigues, Parkas, Flyers
Jack ets, Field Jack ets, Boots, Sleepingbags, Camping equipment, Paint, Chairs,
Lamps, etc. Rte. 4 Northwood, Friday •
Monday 10-5, 942-5378.
1977 BUICI) SKYLARK - S - Good s9hool
transportation, reliable car, only $150, will
negotiate. Call Mark 868-3709.
FOR SALE: GUITAR AMP. Peavey Vintage
amplifier. Powerful 120 watts. Great sound!
$225 or best offer. 862-4391 evenings.
FOR SALE- ROUND TRIP TICKET anywhere in the·continental _US. Best offer.
.
Call Bill 868-7298.
For Sale: Twin bed - great c.ondij!_.on - only
3 months old, $150 or b.o. - will include ·
comforter, sheets and down pillow. Call
868-3202.
1978 Brown SAAB, Automati S,- Sunroof,
Blaupunct, Boston. Aucustics 125,000,
$1500, 1979 Volvo Brown, stereo 140,000,
$2100 Ed 749-3517mornings

Commuter Senator Applications are now
availab le for next 'semester. Pick one up
in the S"mate office P.m. 130 MUB

·F0r Sale': Radio Control Model Aircraft
GREAT PLANES PT-40 TRAINER WITH0.S. 25FSR AND FUTABA FP-T5LK 5
CHANNEL RADIO. EXCELLENT SHA~E
(NEVER CRASHED) $160.00 COMPLETE:
ENYA 60 4-CYCLE WITH TEWST STAND,
BREAK-IN RUNS .ONLY, MIN'r CONDITION, $140.00; GOLDBERG ANNIVERSAYR EDITION CUB, 80% COMPLETE,
$45.00; MCDANIEL NI-STARTER GLO
IGNITER, $10.00; SULLIVAN HI-TORK .
STf..RTER, $25.00; MISG:. ACCESSORIES,
B/0; CALL BETWEEN 5 AND 8 P.M. (603)
659-5029 (DURHAM, NH) l
35 meal plan for sale. 1 rneal used. $153
new, asking $120 or b.o. Call 868-2935
ask for Teriko'.
1982 Pontiac T1 000 EXCELLENT condition, standard. $1500 or best dffer. If any
questions you can ,call me mornings at 8622473, Biochemistry Dept., Sue L u c ~
ROLLERSKIS FOR SALE! SwedSki Ultra
200. Excellent condit ion, 1 year old but
ha~dly used. $160 or best offer. If interested,
contact Michelle in Congreve 301 at 8689742 or 862-4150.

1

"Mary iJ a iriend

December Commencement tickets. Graduating senior needs two more tickets for
relatives . If anyone has extras please cal l
g68-2935 and ask for Teriko.

:f J

mine She resembles
. ... "
Fran k enstein

Don't know what to buy for your Roomie?
How about a fitness Gift Certificate good
towards Spring Fitness Classes offered
by the Rec Spots Dept , Room 151 , field
house.

We'll miss you!

All of Santa's elves are buying Santa a
Fitness Gift Certifi ca te from Rec Sports.
Time to start getting in shape for Spring
Break' (Room 151, Field House)
Don't forget to t:iuy your friend that special
gift - a Fitness Certificate from Rec. Sports,
Room 151 of the field house.
AEROBICS BUFF .. Fitnes3 Gift Certificates
on sale now in Room 151, Field House.
~ristmas is a
Dear Santa ... all I war, ·
Fitness Gift Certificate rrom Rec. Sports!
e)_ _ __ _ __
~m 151 /Fi~d_H_o_u_s_

~::::~~1'71)
Bartending Course - Learn a va luable ski ll
for fun or profit. Prepare for a good paying
part-time or vacation job. Get hands on
professional trpining behinG an actual bar, ·
with lots of practice time. It's easy and fun
our way. Certificates Awarded. School is
licensed and is on UNH Kari-Van route.
Visitors welcome. Evening c las ses. Call
or write for Free brochure. Master Bartening
sch•ool, 84 Main St., Newmarket, N.H. Tel.
659-3718.
Guitar Lessons - Study with a G.I.T. Grad .
Improvisational concepts, technique~ear
_training, c hords, harmony and theory, all
styles. Call 749-4 780~

-

. FLY TO HAWAII NON-STOP/ONE WAY._
NEW YORK- HONOLULU DEC.10 $250.
CALL 862-2146 Of 207 -439-4873.

\
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Ya y ! It's about
time you turned

21" Kennedy
No more sad faces
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THETA CHI 0.0.C.S. - Thanks for all. your
support. Have a great Christmas anq sec
ya next semester! Love, Kim

•

l

H.o pefully by now you've discovered r:iy
name and will come check me out. Let 's
meet at "Le Club Boutique," 107 State St.
Portsmouth NH. We'll chat and discover
a world of truly imaginative ifems _that are
fun to share.

· Mikey, I love your fuzzy face. Forever,
Lynnie
Janice ~ What do you get when you cross ./
HALL HOUSE- Everybody have a wild
. a candy cane and a Hershey kiss? It was
break' Be good' Love, REBEL L
fun finding out. Love yourinot'se<:::et admirer
FELICIA- I hope I can make it up to your
CONGRATULATIONS to the Delta-class
place over break so we can hit the slopes
of TfjETA CHI 0.0.C.S.1 It's finally overl
and cause trouble! Good luck with finals I
We're proud to call you' sisters! Love all
• Maybe' we'II find some time to chat before
your- sisters. P.S. '"No more pledgin' .. ooh,
leaving (more than 2 minutes' like usual')
ooh,"
See ya, Love L
JULES,. Thanks for the awesome job with
ANDIE and PAM - I wish you a Merry Xmas,
the Deltas! Love your sisters
I wish you 'a tylerry Xmas, I wish you a Merry
HELEN - Sorry to see you go. Good luck
Xmas and a Happy New· YearI Good luck
at Darthmouthl Love Your Sisters.
on finals and have a great breakll Car
HEY, Susan Baby1II You're finally 2011 Have
a great birthday and go wild--Kristen.
Chu.chie, Boinker and the Fallen AngelToriy and I will,(sobl) miss you desperately
during break. What a semester - ful·I of
furballs and vulgarity. Bye, I love you. The
silliest goose, Weeble
- OX DOCS delta class - Hey littl.e squirts,
good luck on finals and get psyched! Visa
,and Bud
'
Cheryl that I me.tin .Stoke on Sat-. aft. I
thought about you all weekend and I don't
. thinJ< I can wait til you.do laundry again.
Please call 868-3166 and give me your
number. Thanks.
J

•

SCOTT, Thank you for the best year of my
life. I love you! Happy on,e year Anniversary
I love youl Tracie
WOODY, Thanks for another great memory .
- 'the P.O. Let's have another good weekend ... studying. !;lest of luck on finals_. I
won't say I love you - because that would
be major P.D.A.! Love Dawn
I

-

KYLE A.- See ya tonight 1 Love. your date
(and coxswc1in!)
Mosie· Tatupu, Ttse try and Jackaleena, 0Kidnap - yah! Great weekend. Winnebago's
' on order. Nice stench' You're the best.
.._..- 80??1 Love you - Sfssa
RUMPLESTIL TSKIN- 'You've come a long
way baby' I still think it was ·you on that
t_~ pe and not Van Halen!

SARAH - Good ltJck on Finals! You're my
favorite cousin ·everlll. ..sometimes I "Cahny''
Cathy, f'.1'\)lly, Angela and Renee - Good
luck next semester on your internships
and exchanges. ·we'll miss you I Please
write. Love, Your sisters in Alpha Phi ,

P~rk (o - Sorry about Sat. night. Thanx for
standing by, though. Merry Christma·s. Love
Debbie.
2.05 Hitchcock Room,ie- Thanx for being
there this rough 1st semester of our .c ollege
years. I've learned al.at. Merry Christmas'
Stay pink and sweet' -the worse ha,lf.

-Fellow RV Partiers - quarters. chc;J.rades,
x-rated questions. Raisen dance, to the
boy hipchecked out the door- Sorry! Two
a.m. beach run- chariots. Capt'n Hook,
swings. Thanks! LH and DB

Hey Mr Wall Street - Thanks for everything
Friday night. Hope you had as much -fun
as I did. Anytime you're up for the 1 / 4's
challenge, call me OK _
? In the meantime,
have a great x-mas break and PRACTICE
UPIII Ki,.M.

Tom 0. - Thanks I.or being such a great ·
friend Friday night. (and an e.v en better
date - WOWII) Don't be a stranger, .. Love,
Jess

Anyone who had 'Meister Brau on the head',
Han,ging out in my closet and doing the
hokey you know what...You are weird I
Chris from CO, th.e pastry was nice and
the coffee was hot but you and your smile
were all I soug~t. Merry Christmas! S.C.

Skinny-=T°want you - Can I sleep with you
again this weekend? Uncle D won't mind.
Love Buddy and Pal.
·

Dee and Missy - Shut the hell up or I'll bust
you in the Headl Need a ride to St.Joe's
- I'm driving...
·

Jesse Doe 2nd- It 's been a great semester 1
Good luck on finals! We'll miss you, Sylvie!
C.ove, Deb.

Kaih, Liz and Sue I wan_t to wish all of you
the best for next semester. It is going to
be a weird, queer, strange and odd
semester without you there. l'Hmiss you ..
But it's not goodbye, it's ju'st see you later .
Have a blastll!

Hey Hub ~ Don't forget - 'committed '! Ha.
WIPE OUT, ,FRl;EBIRO! Only in America.
Hey, I'll sleep in the crack! Love those new
drums. Thanks Francis and Chuck. Love
ya lots - your wife and crew.

LEB - Merry Christmas to my wonderful
roomiel! Love ya Lorie Bean - KAS ~ _
To my Lil Dippa. I love you .(fta)x. We'll make
it. Don't worryII Love ; W.F.R.

Bill- Hey "big brother." Thanks for an
awesome "Encore" and hot t'ub. Backrub
anytime: I mean itl L.K.

Boom Boom. O~d Spice, Eve St. La"u ren,t,
Day .Wearl We go for that 'Rock - n-roll'n
music', it's the ·way ·you make us feel.' We
love ya B0om; Fred and Crew. P.S. wasn't
\
the cover cozy? Play FIRE'

,Happy 19th Birthday Shannon.! Here 's
looking to 4 yearS:ot fun - Love yal Laura

To the Green House on 108' M,S,R,N-- Hil
Hey does that RV serve shots? Merry -Xmas' Love,, Duncan's Ma.

Pf!dro Hartford - Glad t_o hear _you ''re
graduating in May - sorry for interrogating.
you on Saturday night.

Hey Hitchcock ·2nd and 3r.d (lt'.s not what
you think it is) I'm glad to see that we am
one BIG .H APPY FAMILY again! Let's not
. try to blow it before semester break! Good
lu.ck on everyone's exams 1 Merry
Christmas!-The Mediator

Hey EV - A whole lot of uglyl I'll just drop
-11 Hook
a few names I We got your_Magic #_
me upl Love Fred and Crew

Jim St. Jean- November 20; Why did you
pull ouJ so soon? How come you didn't
finish what you started? P.S.- Thanks for
the tank topll

TO THE ART THIEF - You've got great
taste but thi3-t's a hell of a way to pay a
compliment!!

Hey NH Gent- (Jeff) Thanx for being a great
. date Saturday night. Wasn't I more fun than
writing paper? Good lucl< on exams! C ya
soon' Merry Christmas I-Christa.

Bag s, Kitty, T, Al , Jo, Ang, Boop, and Twigs,
W.hat a semester11' I•II miss you guys eut
YAHOO for 1988' You're the best I Love
you. Sissa

The Wall. VVOW. Meister-Brau. Uh-oh. Do
the hokey-pokey with boxes in your head?
The California raisin dance into the closet.
Does this e_vent deserve a repeat? Remember, we've got pictures! L.B. PS! Don't
let the bunny pee on the ped
OB and Leigh - wh~re to begin? Ugly candle
dinners. late night movies, M. Brau hats,
x-mas presents, men? (nah) and afl other
drunken nights. Keep up AEB. You'll get
mine frGm Calif. (Think Spring Break) I'll
miss you f SOB) Love ya- LH soon to be
at SOSU.
.

Hey Fergal - Are you tense or are you just
holding something inc,sincerely, your study
buddies
_ .
• MARJ , JOANN, MARK, KRISSY, LA, TIM,
GARY. JOANIE .. : phew, and anyone else
who may have crossed my path_; Thanks
for a great semester11 I wish you the
traditional good luck •('.}n fir:als, papers, etc.
and PLEASE, enjoy your breaks. you
deserve i'tl And hey , those of you going
away to strange, exotic places (anywhere
out of state is strange and exotic to me)
SEND ME 'MAILI (I'm in the directo_ry) OK?
· I Love you all! Take care, and I'll see you
next semester. LOVE, MARLA. (Oh. and .
those of you around for New Year's E_ve,
let 's ring in 1988 rightl) Love Yal

Dear Mikey Y Thanks for a wonderful
weekend. The romantic dinner was fabulous. Next tim·e you come in at 8 a.m. it ·
will be at the Ritz. I love you sweetie. Your
Tubbv.
4) What do you mean it was closed? What
time did you go? Midnight? Well at least
did you -took insicfe? -Plea se· come back;..
I've been waiting for you...
··
HEY WEASEL ... I just had a brilli~nt thought! .
When we go out for that drink, you cari bring
along and lend me those Brian Eno tapes
you.'ve oeen trying to_remember to give ·
me for the past year or so ..

LAST PAPERI GOLL YI To everyone at TNH.
good luck on finals and have a great break 1
JO - Have a super tim e in "Frolida"! I_ hope
the 14 -day Spock pl an works. MARK- Well,
Sweets, I suppos e ha ving a great time in
London is a giver.i, but watch out for STO's I
Yeah, I should ta.lk. I'm the one going to
·sa n Francisco. You both better send me
postcards' MARLA - send me a postcard
from southern Nr-1 so I remember what it's
like' Are we getting to Axis OR WHAT? We
all MUST go out and celeb.rat e the'END
of finals' Christmas presents soon I And
I know what you're ALL getting' H_a, ha I
I iove you all-have a super break everyon eI
Hugs & kisses, The All-Powerful Reigning
Supreme High Priestess. Goddess of
Graphics, MARJ.* *MERRY CHRISTMAS
TO ALL. AND TO ALL A GQ.00 NIGHT I** '
Cheers' ,;
Ed Wanted to wish you good i°uck on finals
and-have a great winte~ break - Your Secret
Spook - M & M
Sue, Kim, Pam, LDM. Mule, Karen. Kristin,
Andrea , Bridget. Sonya, Yaki, Michelle,
Heidi, Jill. Kim, Anne, and everyone else
MERRY CHRISTMAS, HAPPY NEW YEAR ,
and have an awesome break. Sue, Kim ,
Pam, and Yaki - I'm gonna miss you guys
next semester. I hope you have the best
·tim·e, Love Liz
Lil ' Sua - What am I gonna do without you
next semester? I'm going to miss the
cwuuumpits, "Just a Iii' bit I" Have a great
·
time' love y-a, Lizard
TO THE VP- Have a 'very Happy Holiday
breakl You're all the ballsl!ll!CA, ANDIE,
PJ
I
Bert, my favorite rnmputer geek, Oh pooh I
You're getting this personal cuz' you',re
such a honey11 Thanks for always being
there. Merry Christmas. Love .you, BluE:
Eyes
Amy , Julie, KT, Nqra, Kim, Kristin, Lisa,
Jen - I miss you guysI May.be next semester
son't be so busy? Ha 1 Merry Christmas
anyway. Love your all, _D_ _ _ _ _---.,Laura Juan_i:ta ~ Muchas gracias, rnuchas
muchas gf'acias Eres una arriiga muy
especial. B,uenos. cump_leanos.
Gedrge - Congrat~iatfons on-Graduating/
(You are graduating, aren't you?) l;l<new
you could do itl I love you - Jess

Hey genoa' You show me nothing'

This Christmas we cah giveyot}
SOmething)Ulf parents couldn't
Blueeves.WithDuraSoft
Colorscontactlensesyoucan
change the brown eyes yo~r pa.rents· ..
gave you to blue,gr~en,h~el.,aqua
or even new sapphire.This year,
DuraSoft Colors gift certificates, for
vision correctior:i-orjustforfun.

MERRY

SUSAN B. --Have a great birthday. I'm going
to watch you get faced and laugh a.t you.
Oh yeah. and stop being, so damn nic,e all
the ti171e--The. Barbarian.
CUPCAKE (B eth) -- "l'm going to f- -k you
up tonight. I hope you don't mi nd ."- Memor(es, of Wildcat past, kid huh ?.
GREETINGS ,' Apt.#9 Oiggl·es-.- Well , I
washed the dishes and paid my bills. and
I'm sorry about \he' bathroom window. And
do not, 1 repeat , DO NOT look like the
1
Grinch . The man with the Tan.

DumSojt®ColorsforChristmas.
J

c,,pyright © 1987 Wes ley-lessen A ll rights reserved Pnntc~ l 111 U.S./\

.UNIVERSITY
Gift Certificates
are
available.

868~1092

fff c~viE

Office Hours:
Mon~- Tues.- Thurs.~ Fri.
9-5.
Family Vision Center

JOYCE, ding.-a-ding-ding-a-ding-a-ding a-ding. Happy Graduationll Lots of love
and happiness. And good luck at the Blue
Strawberry. Love, Beth.
Car-oline, eee-eee-eee - eee-eee. Just so
you don 't feel forgotten. Love, Beth.
KEEKS, my best f.riend in the worl(:i The
world is your oyster now. Eat it raw I I love
you, Boldt.
Charlie, you wild 'n crazy guy 1 l'v_e really
appreciated your sincere, level-headed, ·
down-to-earth. responsible friendship, Plus,
your sooo cute in that blue bathrobe I
Join the Adventure Break ski trip club, We
have 23 trips this year. For .more -info stop
by the NHOC office rm. 129, MUB. Ask
about the ski 93 adventure week of 1 / 1 O-

UOLIDAY SPECIAL
One month workout
membership

Join the Adventure Break s~i trip club. We
have 23 trips this year. For more info stop
by the NHOC office rm 128, MUR Ask
about the ski 93 adventure. week of .1 / 1 015, ski four mountain s & lodging for $239.00

T-Shirts

J8rrrfhWWcW&mfl§>~~CRqwr~ferd6@_9.fJQ
have 23 trips this year. For more info stop
by .the NHOC office rm. 12~. MUB. A s k
about the ski 93 adve_
nture week of 1 / 1 01_5 , ski fo _
ur mountains & lodging for $239 00 ,

• Hooded Pullovers • Totes •Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts_• G<>lf St)irts • Aprons • Custom Designs
• Plus Hundred·s
Specialty Advertising Items
· lri-House Art Dept.

Join th ~ Adv enture Brea~ ski trip club., We \
have 23 trips thi s yea r. For more info stop
. by th e NHOC offic e rm. 129, MOB . Ask
about the sk i 93 adventure week of 1 / 1 0. 15, ski four mountains & lodging for $239.00

of

· ·,io3/431-sa19
Auturcin_Pon::LPark. Rt. 1p1 Greenland, i~.H.
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Lady 'Cats beate n in OT by HU.skies, 5-4
Losing always stinks. For the lupnik recorded the assist on
UNH women's hockey team, Stone's goal. The score was
Tuesday night's 5-4 loss to Stone's fourth in three games. _
Forty-six seconds info the
Northeastern·in overtime stunk
second period, Wildcat Amanda
more than the others.
For one, the 'Cats lost to arch- Moors ( three goals in three
rival N~o-Hheastern. Secondly, games) scored, assisted by Laura
they lost in Snively Arena, Prisco and Lorna_Moody, to tie
where they didn't lose all last the · game, but the Huskies
season. The third thing-, and · bounced ba~k with Lucy Goodmost irritating, is that they lost win's unassisted goal less than
the game on a short handed goal three minutes later.. UNH
4 minutes and 35 seconds into evened the score once again with
the ONertime period. The loss Moody's goal assisted by -Anne
·
sets the 'Cats at 2-1 this year. Ensor.
Tina Cardinale gave the HusNortheaste.rn raised its record
kies a lead for the third time on
to 9-0.
Penalties helped the Huskies an unassisted goal and then
all game. UNH was called for Wildcat Andria Hunter scored
four violadons, and Northeast- for the Wildcats with undedive
ern capitalized on three of those minutes left in the game to tie
advantaged opportunities. Even it for the third time.
This see-saw battle had to end
when a peQalty was called
against the Huskies, they took somewhere. As the game was
advantage of the situation and going, it was Northea-stern's
turn to score next.
won the game.
UNH never led in the game. · . Making her first start of the
Fiona Rice got Northeastern year, Wildca~ senior captain
off to a 2-0 lead with -two first goaltender Liz Tura was . the _
period goa--ls,: Wildcat senior had luck loser, making 23 saves
The Wildcats celebrate one of their four goals in the nailbiting loss
Katey Stone scored for the 'Cats in the game. The 'Cats were in - The defeat at Snively was a rare one. (Craig Parker photo)
before the period was out. action last night at Harvard
Sophomore linemate Heidi Cha- University. '

to

rival_Northeastern.

:--------GIFTS--------

1987 Field Hockey Post.

-Season~Hono·rs

Fir?t Team AllAmerica -

All-Regional :
Lori Mercier
Pe-Q Hilinski

To the braintrust of the UNH
football team - Three 260-

pound.,bruisers on the defensive
line to fill the graduated shoes
To UNH quarterback Bob · of Paul Boulay, Kevin Doherty,
Jean - a full-length body cast and Bill O'Malley.
so that he can stay uninjured · To all those hearty fools
for the remainder of his college - who watch the footba'I I
years and prove to people that games in late November -

Peg Hilinski

Michele Flannel! _

(continued from page 28)
he can lead the Wildcats into
the playoffs.

female version of Manute Bol
who just stands under the net
and gathers in rebounds without
breaking a sweat. That will put
their rebounding problems in
the past tense.

~~~-.>ia:~~~~~~~~~F.J~~~iii

A new plexiglass shield to put
over the press box. Bbbbbbrrrrr.
Ah, scratch that, how abour a
new press box with stairs that
you don't have to go down
backwards.
Finally, ·w those we missed,
we wish you and your families
happy holidays.

DON'T GET CAUGHT WITH YOUR$
PANTS DOWN THIS CHRISTMAS!

*

TIRED OF
COMING UP SHORT
ON HOLIDAY
GIFT IDEAS?

A LITTLE
BEHIND
- WITH YO.UR
CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING?

~

Now there's something you don't see everyday . . .
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N TO
· ·- LET· ·SMARTFO.OD PUT SOMETHING FU_

For $15.95 we will express one SMARTFOOD HOLIDAY GIFT PAK contain- -.
ing six 4oz. bags of SMARTFOOD all natural P,opc:orn and cheese, 9ne
p0ir of "bitchin', bad-ass, knarly, rad, tubular," and somewhat'"mondo"
SMARTFOOD, Factory Approved, iOOo/o aotton boxer shorts, AND a
·seasons Greetings card with your own personalized message to anyone,
anywhere in the US! · ·

Send a check or money ord.er, t-he name· and address of the recipient, short
size (32-38) and your special message to:

~~e

Please allow one
week from receipt
for delivery

· Smartfoods, Inc.
259 Cedar Hill St.
· Marlborough, MA

-

01752

Attn: Gift Pak

..:,::- ...
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Sports
-

,

Wildcat iceme n fall to cellar of leagu e
,.
I

By Paui Sweeney
With a 5-2 loss against Providence on Wednesday night, the
UNH hockey tea_m's Hockey
East record fell to 2-7-1, which
is last in the league, three points
· behind Boston University __
The Wildcats had a 2-1 lead
early in the second period on
. goals by freshmen defensemen
David1Maclt;1.tyre and Kevin
Dean. That was all for the 'Cats.
Providence scored the next four
goals, winnin the ame and

moving into first plac;e in the
league with 15 poi,nts (6-3-3 ).
STANDINGS : Providence
is followed by Northeastern (65-2, 14 points), who lost to
Lowell 8- 7 Tuesday night . .
Maine (11-1-1 overall) is dearly
the best team in the league, but
has only played eight games that
count ip. the Hockey East standings. They lost one of them, 7 4 to Mi"chigan Tech, which ,
makes them third in the league
with a 6-1-1 record for 13 oints.

Wildcat David Aiken sets his sights

~hree assists against Brown and
Northeastern. Wildcat David
Aiken is also among the league's
top fifteen scorers with four
goals and nine assists.
. GOALTENDING: Lowell
goaltender Dave Delfino, who
robbed UNH of a victory last
month, takes top honors at his
position in the league with a
3.25 goals against average
(GAA) . BC's David Littman has
stopped over 90 percetlt of the
shots taken at them, best in the
league (Delfino's 88.6% is
fourth). New Hampshire fr~shman Pat Morrison's 4.37 GAA
is sixth in the league, and his
88. 7 save percentage is third.
Northeastern workhorse Bruce
Racine leads the' league in saves ·
with 352, 70 more than secondplace Peter Fish.
OTHER INTERESTING
STUFF : UNH is averaging 4.22
goals a ga.µ1e, which places themfifth. Maine ha~ averaged 5.75
goals, most in the league while
Providence's 4.09 average is
worst... With both goals against
Providence coming on the powerplay, UNH now has 11 goals
in 50 extra man situations.
Wildcat opponents are 10 of.43
against the team when -the role
is re_verse ... As of last ~fonday,
Boston College and main had
both scored 11 powerplay goals
in 43 chan~es, best in the league.
Maine is best shorthanded,
allowing only six goals in 36
tries, a 83.3 % sucess rate.

AMAZING FEATS : Last
week, Boston University had
goals by Ville Kentala and Mike
Keifer scored four.. seconds
apart, tying a league-record ...
BC's Littman had two assists
in a 4 -1 win over Colorado
Colleg~. Two points by a goaltender were an Eagle school
record ... As we know, UNH has
had third period leads in seven
of 11 games this year. The
team's record in those games
is 2-4-LLast year, the 'Cats had
only nine third period leads in
38 games, but were 6-2-1 in
those games ... With his ·hot
start, the freshman Winnes has
_better stats through 10 games
(9-12-21) than a few UNH
greats had in their first season
: $teve Leach_ (1- 5-6) ,-Bob Miller
(8-10-18), Ralph Cox (6-4-10),
and Jamie Hislop (3-8-11). The
,Wildcats hope Winnes will stick
around for four years.
UNH next plays at Lowell on
Saturday night. The game will
be televised on NESN, which
leaves odds· in favor of the
Wildcats., Through five Hockey
East games televised on the
cable channel, the home team
bas yet to win a game.
Now; with this stocking full
of stats, here's wishe~ for a
Happy Christmas .(as they say
in the 'Do They Know It's
Christmas' video) and that the
Wildcats win all their games
over break.

on the puck. (Craig Parker)

Kinney leads 'Cats
UMass ·levels· men
/

Lowell, Boston College, BU and
UNH follow in order.
SCORING : Providence's
Gord Cruickshank, who had one
assist against UNH, leads_ Hockey East in scoring with 11 g,oals
and nine assis·ts. Mike Golden
( 19 pts.) from Maine is second
, and UNH' s Chris W innes; held
scoreless Tuesday night, is third
with nine goals and eight assists
in the league. Winnes was on
the Hockey East honor roll last
d
al
week for scorin thr

CS
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, Some gifts are in order for UNH

Both basketball teams were
in-action last night, but only one
of them ·won. The women's
hoop team, buoyed by Kris ;
Kinney's 33 points and a strong
defensive effort, buried the
Eagles from BC 61-47, at Lundholm Gym. The Lady 'Cats are
·
. off to a quick start at 3-0.
The men were on the road last
night, playing against UMass. ·
Minuteman Lorenzo Sutton
poured ih 28 oints and David

Brown played ·a solid game as
UMass pounded the 'Cats, 92- . By Paul Sweeney and Rick Kampersal
67. Dave Marshall scored 14
We still believe in Santa _great re·c ruits so that this nice team ·_ The fan support that
points, 13' of them coming in Claus: Until Tuesday we were guy and great coach can bring a team of excellence deserves.
the second.half. Freshman Dave somewhat skeptical, but the only basketball back to life at UNH.
To the battling duo of
· Mnrray scored 14 points also. way one can comprehend the
·To the men's.crew team - women's hockey coach
Derek Counts added .12 and 'Red-Sox getting Lee Smith in Their own personal messenge-r, Russ Mccurdy and fishKeith Carpenter chipped in exchange for two forever me- . so that next xear's application - thrower Phil Broder - A dinner
with 11. The struggling '_C ats diocre pitchers is that it was an to attend the Head of the · for two at Newick's complete
are now 0-5 and do .not play early gift from the big fella.
Charles Regatta won't get lost · with fried haddock, baked stuff
again until after the break when
sole, grilled trout, and pickled
The situation has changed our in the mail like -this year's did.
they host the Eli of Yale.
To Snively Arena - A na- herring . After this, maybe
whole attitude towards giving
gifts. We got what we always tional anthem that doesn't . they'll be .so sick of fish that it
wanted, a big relief pitcher for sound .like it was recorded on .n ever will be an issue again. It
the Sox. Now it's our turn to masking tape, a low ceiling so shouldn't have been one in the
~
give. This yea~, instead· of that when fans try to do the first place.
To head baseball coach
loading the Christmas list to . wave they'll stand up and smack
Santa with things that we want- their heads, and a few banners led Connor --A book filled
ed, we filled it with things we to hang from the empty rafters. with blarik pages so that he can
To vendors at Cowel I foot- dutifully record al( of his memor- .
w~nt Santa to bring to those
ball stadium - Four truck loads able quotes such as his comment
involved with UNH athletics.,
The list is already on its w~y· of hotdogs so that you don't run referring to the new track
up north, but as we recall, it read out at halftime, leaving thou- facility: "I don't give a shit as
·
sands starved..
lopg as it gets done."
something like this:
To interim athletic director
To fans in the bottom five
To hockey coach· Bob
Kullen - Complete recovery rows at Snively Arena - Goalie · -Lionel "Jun-ie'' Ca-rbonneau from his heart transplant so that masks and glove_s so when the - A nameplate that reads: Lionel
he may return to coach the . puck c_omes screaming over the J. Carbonneau, Athletic Direc. Wildcats next season. Also, that low glass that is supposed to be tor. Erase the word "interim"
Kullen may have a happy mar- protecting you , you q1n stop from his official· title. Junie
"deserves it.
riage to UNH women's sp-orts it.
To the sports information
To the mascot at hockey
. information director .Cathy Dergames - A one-way pl.ane staff of Mike Bruckner, Eric
rick.
McDowell, Lisa Markley,'
To the UNH track teams - ,ticket to Saudi Arabia.
To the UNH football team and Cathy Derrick - A very
Successfulic ompletion of the
new track so that the teams will - A 10,000 pound wildcat from Merry Christmas and Happy
finally be able to host meets and the jungle to lead the team from New Year and our thanks for
have the facilities that their top- the dressing room at the begin- all of your help.
To women's bas.ketball ning of the game and halftime
·
notch programs deserve.
To basketball coach Ger- so that their-rush onto the field coach Kathy Sanborn - A
ry Friel - That the new recruiting will be .a little more inspiring.
To the women's hockey GiFTS, page 27
program brings in a bunch of
Kris Kinney lays in 2 of her 33 points last night. (Craig Parker
.
.
·
·
photo)
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